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Preface 

This book, Knanite Community : History and Culture, 

contains three chapters, each dealing with an aspect of a 

Jewish Christian Community in India. The first chapter 

community and diocese of the Knanites, Pi'esents two faces 

of this people; faith and community- membership in the 

knanaya community and in the Catholic diocese of 

Kottayam or in the Jacobite Metropolitan see of 

Chingavanam; The history of the diocese with its present 

set up, community's cultural heritage, Marriage customs, 

and the marriage customs of the parallel Chaldeans in 

Iraq, among other things, form part of this chapter. 

The second chapter on Christian Folksongs and the 

Knanites deals with songs of Christian performing arts of 

Kerala such as Margamkali, Parichamuttukali 

Chavittunadakam and other songs like Ramban pattu, 

Thdma parvam, Pdnan pattu. Marriage songs etc. 

In analyzing marriage songs, the story of Knanaya 

immigration, 72 privileges etc. are focused. Pdnan Pattu, 

a song on the story of Knayi Th.oma, also is given a close 

look. 

Margamkali is dealt with briefly in the context of 1 st 

and 2nd chapters. But a detailed study is given in the 

third chapter. 

In January, 1985, when for the first time Margamkali, 

a male dance was presented as an item o f competition on 

the stage by ladies in the Kerala State School Youth 

Festival, it was new to most of the audience. Margamkali, 

was given wide publicity by the media; press. Radio and 



TV at the time. This was a aew beginning for a performing 

art that was "till then prevalent among the Knanites." With 

the entrance into the competition in schools and later in 

the colleges of Kerala, it became a common and national 

art piece. Today in every nook and corner of Kerala, 

children are familiar with mdrgamkali, and they enjoy it 

Here is an art form that was dormant, unused and 

unappreciated, and now it is one of the best performances 

on the stage, put up by children of every caste and creed. 

Under the auspices of Hadusa, an Institute of 

Mdrgamkali in Kottayam, Mdrgamkali became very popular 

through seminars, Kalaris and publications. 

There was no proper publication in English on 

Margamkali. I am very happy to present this small treatise 

on margamkali for the English readers who with the help 

of this study will enjoy more this ancient and traditional 

art form. The audio and video cassettes and books 

produced by Hadusa will help this process better and 

faster. 

A few Knanaya Wedding songs and Margamkali songs 

are given in transliteration for Knanaya youngsters outside 

Kerala who may not be well-versed in Malayalam. 

I am grateful to Rev. Dr Jacob Kollaparampil for the 

sound suggestions he offered for the first Chapter. My 

Special thanks goes to Bro. Joji Kalarickal, Bro. Raju 

Avookaran and Jasmine joy Mattathil for Preparing the 
text of this book in computer. 

August 15, 2001 

Rev. Dr. Jacob Vellian 

Mar Makil Gurukulam 

Bala j inagar, DRC Post 

Bangalore-560 029 



Chapter 1 

DIOCESE OF KOTTAYAM OF THE 
KNANAYA CATHOLICS 

By the Apostolic Brief "Universi Christiani" of August 

29, 1911, Pope St Pius X erected the Vicariate Apostolic 

of Kottayam exclusively for the Southists Catholics. The 

Eparchy of Kottayam in the state of Kerala was instituted 

for the Southists Community among the St Thomas 

Christians of India. The Southists later known also as 

Knanaya are descendants of a group of Jewish Christians 

who immigrated into Kerala from the Middle East in A.D. 

345. Those immigrants were led by an enterprising 

merchant called Thomas of Kynai. A Bishop named 

URAHA Mar Yausef, four priests and several deacons were 

with them to look after their spiritual needs. They settled 

in Kodungalloor (Cranganore) enjoying many esteemed 

privileges granted by Cheraman Perumal, the then ruling 

emperor of Kerala. 

The gist of the Southists’ tradition is the following: 

The Church established by St Thomas the Apostle in India 

was at that time languishing without ecclesial ministers. 

The Catholicos of the East in Seleucia-Ctesiphon came 

to know about the sad plight of the Indian Church. Then, 

as directed by the Catholicos, Thomas Kinayi (knayi, 

knay, kinan) organized seventy-two Christian families to 

immigrate into India together with the above said bishop, 

priests and deacons. 

On reaching the Malabar coast with the immigrants, 

Thomas visited the then ruling Perumal and obtained 
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from him land at Cranganore and highly esteemed 

privileges. The influx of these immigrants with a bishop 

and clergy reinvigorated the Indian Church, enabling it 

to prosper as a privileged community in India. The 

immigrants following their Judeo-Christian traditions 

remained as an endogamous community. Hence, among 

the Christians of St Thomas there is now the ethnic 

community of the Southists distinct from the majority 

community of the Northists. 

In the caste-ridden social system of India, those 

Jewish Christian immigrants from Southern 

Mesopotamia and their descendants comfortably 

remained an endogamous community. Residing on the 

southern portion of Cranganore they came to be known 

as the Southists in distinction from Northists, who were 

descendants of the native Indians converted by Apostle 

St Thomas and were living in the northern portion of the 

town. The Southists remained an autonomous unit also 

ecclesiastically with their own churches and priests 

distinct from those of the Northists. In the course of the 

time the Southists spread out to other parts of Kerala, 

especially to the capital towns of several kingdoms, such 

as Diamper, Thodupuzha (Chunkom), Kaduthuruthy, 
Kottayam and Kallissery. 

Ancharapallikkar 

Before the synod of Udayamperoor in 1599, the 

Knanites had live churches of their own: Udayamperoor, 

Kaduthuruthy, Kottayam, Chunkom and Kallissery. In 

some other churches they had one half the share along 

with other Syrians (Northists). So Knanites were called 

Ancharapallikkar (owners of five and half churches). 
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Under the Chaldean Bishops some records can be 

interpreted in tlie sense that at one time in the sixteenth 

century the Southists and Northists had their own 

archdeacons who exercised ecclesiastical jurisdiction over 

their own respective communities. From the year 1600 

onwards, the Latin Bishops of the Portuguese Paclroado 

as well as of the Propaganda Fide, who governed the St 

Thomas Christians, respected and preserved this 

distinction between the Southists and the Northists also 

ecclesiastically, instituting separate parishes for these 

communities, and appointing only priests of the 

respective community as parish priests. After the Holy 

See effected a ritual separation between the Orientals 

and the Latins in Kerala and erected the Vicariate 

Apostolic of Kottayam and Trichur for the Orientals in 

1887, Msgr Charles Lavigne, S.J., the Vicar Apostolic of 

Kottayam, appointed two pontifically privileged Vicars 

General, Msgr Mathew Makil for the Southists and Msgr 

Emmanuel Nidhiri for the Northists. In 1896, the Holy 

See re-distributed the St Thomas Christians into three 

Vicariates Apostolic-Trichur, Ernakulam, and 

Changanacheriy. Then the first Vicar Apostolic appointed 

for Changanacherry was Mar Mathew Makil, a Southist. 

When Pope St Pius X erected the Vicariate Apostolic of 

Kottayam (1911), Mar Makil was transferred from 

Changanacherry to Kottayam. 

When the Syro-Malabar hierarchy was constituted by 

the apostolic constitution Romani Pontifices of December 

21, 1923, the Vicariate Apostolic of Kottayam was raised 

to an eparchy along with the eparchies of Trichur and 

Changanacherry and the arch-eparchy of Ernakulam. On 

April 29, 1955, Pope Pius XII extended the jurisdiction of 

the Syro-Malabar Church to a larger territory comprising 

the whole of Kerala State and beyond. Then the eparchy 
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oi Kottayam was given jurisdiction over all the Southists 

within the entire extended territory by decree number 

1812/48 dated April 29, 1955, issued bv the Congregation 

for the Oriental Churches. As His Eminence Accacio 

Cardinal Coussa interpreted, in matte is such as 

determining the proper parish priest having jurisdiction 

to bless the marriages ol the Southists or the Northists, 

the distinction between these two communities of the 

Northists and the Southists has the same canonical force 

as the distinction between two individual sni juris 

Churches. 

Thus all along the past 16 centuries, ecclesiastical 

authorities have recognized and confirmed the special 

individuality of the endogamous community of the 

Southists among the St Thomas Christians of India. 

Bi-Ritual Eparchy: Knanaya Catholics of 
Syro Malankara Rite 

The Syro-Malankara Southists in the eparchy of 

Kottayam deserve a special mention. Their history may 

be summed up as follows: 

Alter the unfortunate event of the Coonan Cross Oath 

ot 1653, and the subsequent introduction of Jacobitism 

into Kerala, about a third of the St Thomas Christians 

became Jacobites, among whom were also the Southists 

in about the same proportion. In the following centuries, 

several attempts were made for re-union, but for one 

reason or another they were not successful until the first 

quarter ol the 20"' century. From 1921 onwards a few 

priests ol Ihe Southist Jacobites joined the Southist 

Catholic Eparchy ol Kottayam. By a decree of the 

Congregation for the Oriental Churches on July 5, 1921, 

(hesr leunited priests were allowed to officiate in their 
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own West-Syrian (now Syro-Malankara) Rite. Alter the 

re union of Mar Ivanios and Mar Theophilos in 1930 and 

the institution of the Syro-Malankara hierarchy on May 

18, 1932, the Congregation for the Oriental Churches 

approved an agreement made between the then Bishop 

of Kottayam Mar Alexander Chulaparambil and Mar 

Ivanios agreeing to that those who had already reunited 

and would reunite later from the Southists Jacobites 

could continue as part of the Southists’ Eparchy of 

Kottayam, keeping of course, their own Malankara Rite 

(cf. Letter to the Delegate Apostolic on May 20, 1932, 

port.761 /31). This agreement has worked well until now 

with slight modification - in effect granting to the 

Southists at the time of reunion an option to join the 

eparchy of Kottayam or an eparchy under the Syro- 

Malankara hierarchy. Most of the reunited Southists now 

belong to the Eparchy of Kottayam, only a few having 

opted for membership in a parish belonging to the 

Eparchy of Tiruvalla or the Arch-eparchy of Trivandrum. 

According to the statistics gathered in 2000, the fifteen 

Syro-Malankara Rite parishes of the Eparchy of Kottayam 

have three thousand and three hundred members. 

Ministry for them is now coordinated under an Episcopal 

Vicar of the Malankara rite. 

Some of the reunited Malankara Southists have been 

requesting the Holy See for their own Bishop to provide 

ecclesiastical ministry in their own Rite. It is notable that 

the corresponding community of the Southist Jacobites 

have about 60 thousand members. An effort is being made 

if they or at East a part of them can be induced to make 

an ecumenical communion with the Catholic Church. 
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Knanaya Jacobite diocese 

of Chingavanam 

The diocese was erected in 

1910, with jurisdiction over all 

Knanaya Jacobites wherever 

they may be. The present 

Metropoletan is Koobberneethi 

Hakkeemo Abraham Mar 

Clemis, with the title “Chief 

Metropolitan of the East'- (1951 

- ). At present there are 

1,00,000 faithful with 60 

churches in India and 10 
abroad (Indian Christian Directory, 2000, pp 1018-19) 

BISHOPS 

Charles Lavigne (1840-1913) 

Charles Lavigne S.J., was 

born on 6-11 -1840 at Sarlette in 

France. He was ordained for the 

Titular See of Milevia and was 

appointed to the Apostolic 

Vicariate of Kottayam in 1887. 

He was transferred to the 

diocese of Trincomalee in the 

year 1896 and he died on July 

11, 1913, in France. 
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Mar Mathew Makil (18511914) 

Mar Mathew Makil was bom on 10-4-1851, at Manjoor 

in Kottayam district. He was appointed Vicar General for 

the Southists in the Vicariate of 

Kottayam in 1889. When the 

Vicariate Apostolic of Kottayam 

and Trichur were re-organized 

into Trichur, Ernakulam and 

Changanacherry in 1896, he 

was nominated Titular bishop 

of Trallus and appointed Vicar 

Apostolic of Changanacherry. 

In 1911, the Vicariate of 

Kottayam was reconstituted 

exclusively for the Knanaya 

Catholics and Mar Mathew Makil 

was transferred to Kottayam as Vicar 

Apostolic. He died at Kottayam on 26-01-1914. 

Mar Alexander Chulparambil (1877-1951) 

Mar Alexander Chulaparmbil was bom on 

10-1877 at Kumarakam in 

district. He was ordained 

Priest on December 22, 1906. He 

was nominated Titular bishop of 

Bursaries and appointed Vicar - 

apostolic of Kottayam on the 16th 

of July 1914 by His Holiness 

Pope PiusX. When Syro-Malabar 

xhierarchy was constituted on 

December 21, 1923, he became 

he bishop of Kottayam. He died on 

muary 8, 1951. 
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Mar Thomas Tharayil (1899-1975) 

Mar Thomas Tharayil was 

born on May 5, 1899, at 

Palathuruth in Kottayam dis¬ 

trict and was ordained priest 

on the 18lh of December 1926. 

He was nominated bishop ot 

Azota and appointed co adjutor 

bishop of Kottayam on June 9. 

1945 by His Holiness Pope Pius 

XII. At the demise of Mar 

Alexander Chulaparambil. he 

became the Bishop of 

Kottayam, on the 8th of Janu¬ 

ary 1951. He was an educa¬ 

tionalist. During his episcopacy two colleges - B.C.M. 

Kottayam and St. Stephen's, Uzhavoor - were established. 

He retired from the office on May 5. 1974 and died on 

July 26, 1975. 

Mar Kuriakose Kunnacherry 

Mar Kuriakose Kunnacherry 

was born on the 11th of Sept. 

1928 at Kaduthuruthy in 

Kottayam district. He was 

ordained Priest on 21st 

December 1955, in Rome. He 

received doctorate in civil and 

cannon laws from the 

university of Lateran in Rome 

and Master's Degree in Politics 

from U.S.A. He was nominated 

Bishop of Kepha and appointed 

c o adjutor Bishop of Kottayam 
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on 9lh December 1967 and at the retirement ol Mar 

Thomas Tharayll he took charge of the diocese of 

Kottavam on 5th May, 1974. In addition to Malayalam 

and English, he knows Italian, Latin, French, German 

and Syriac. He has served the regional, national and 

Universal Church in various capacities. He was a member 

of the Pontifical Commission for the codification of the 

Code of Cannons of the Eastern Churches and a member 

of the Pontifical Council for the inter-religious dialogue. 

He served as the chairman of the Ecumenical and Inter¬ 

religious Dialogue Commission of the Catholic Bishops’ 

Conference of India several times. 

He was the chairman of the Bishops’ Commission for 

St Joseph’s Pontifical Seminary, Alwaye and is now the 

Chairman of the Commission for St Thomas Apostolic 

Seminary, Vadavathoor, and Vice-chancellor of 

Pourastiya Vidya Peetham, Vadavathoor. He has held 

offices on Kerala Catholic Bishops’ Council and Syro 

Malabar Bishops’ Conference. He is now the senior-most 

member of the Indian hierarchy. 

Mar Mathew Moolakkat, O.S.B. 

He was born on February 

27, 1953, at Uzhavoor, in 

Kottayam district. He was 

ordained Priest on the 27th 

December 1978. He has B.Se., 

B.Ed., M.A. in sociology and 

Doctorate in Cannon Law. In 

1994, he joined the 

Vallombrosan Benedictine 

Congregation and made the 

final profession on December 5, 

1998. On December 28, 1998 he 
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Prelute from the Eparchy of Kottayam 

was nominated Bishop of Holler and appointed Auxiliary 

Bishop of Kottayam. He received the Episcopal Ordination 

on 6lh January 1999 from His Holiness Pope John 1 aul II 

at the St Peter's Basilica, Rome. 

Prelate from the Eparchy of Kottayam 

His Grace Most Rev. Abraham 

Viruthakulangara is a Prelate 

from the Eparchy of Kottayam. 

He was born at Kallara on 

5-6-1953, ordained priest on 

28-10-1969, and consecrated 

as the Bishop of Khandwa on 

13-7-1977 and transferred as 

Archbishop of Nagpur, on 

19-2-1998. 

People of Immigration and 

Emigration 

The first immigration of the Knanites was in A.D. 345. 

It was an ecclesiastically organized and authoiized 

transplantation of a Christian Community with a Bishop, 

four priests and deacons. And they came with the 

blessings of the Catholicos of Seleucia Ctesiphon. They 

belonged to 72 Jewish Christian families. They had a 

great lay leader named Thoma from Kynai (70 Kms. South 

of present Bagdad). The purpose of the immigration was 

missionary to strengthen the weakened Church of St 

Thomas. 

There was a second immigration. It was into the North 

Malabar Region in search of virgin land to cultivate and 

to get relief from the poverty and financial strain caused 

by the second world war. As in the first immigration there 
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was a lay leader, Prof. V.J. Joseph 

Kandoth to plan the enterprise. 

There was also a Bishop. Mar 

Alexander Chulaparambil to 

encourage and to realize the 

project. This time the Kottayam 

bought 1800 acres of land in the 

Kazargod area in 1942. The new 

venture was announced in all the 

parishes and applications were 

invited. Just as in the first 

colonization 72 families were 

chosen. Each family was given 

11.5 acres of land. They 

assembled with minimum 

necessary things at Kottayam 

Bishop’s House on the 1st of 

February, 1943. On the next day, 

the feast of the Presentation, the 

Bishop celebrated the Holy Mass 

for the emigrants and had breakfast with them and sent 

them off with his blessings. They went to Cochin by boat. 

And from there by train to Shornur and Kanhangad. A 

team of priests, especially of the O.S.H. Society and 

laymen were sent ahead to prepare the ground and to 

receive them on their arrival. Prof. V.J. Joseph and others 

welcomed them and led them to a temporary chapel. After 

the Mass they were allotted their own plots ol land. The 

settlement was dedicated to Christ the King, and the 

name of the place was changed from Echikkol to 

Rajapuram. 

In the same pattern of the project of Rajapuram the 

diocese organized another settlement at Madampam near 

Kannur. The Diocese bought 2000 acres of land and 100 
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families migrated to the new area on May 3, 1943. The 

settlement was called Alexnagar after the name of Bishop 

Mar Alexander Chulaparambil. 

Madathumala in Kasargod District at its eastern 

border with the Karnataka state was the venue of a third 

settlement of 45 families. The land was bought on 

September 26. 1969. The settlement inaugurated on 

February 2, 1970 was dedicated to Bl.Virgin Mary, and 

was called Ranipuram. Though there were initial 

difficulties due to wild animals, Ranipuram gradually 

prospered and today there is also a Government tourist 

center at Ranipuram. 

The diocese is grateful for the untiring service of Prof. 

V.J. Joseph and many Fathers who helped the migrants. 

The diocese has honored Prof. V.J. Joseph by naming a 

B.Ed. College after him at Madampam. 

There were individual migrations into Malabar, but 

the above three settlements were organized 

ecclesiastically after the manner of the immigration of 

345 A.D. The Diocese of Kottayam made also 

arrangements with the Latin Ordinaries to have pastoral 

ministry and liturgial celebration according to our own 

Syro-Malabar Rite. 

At present the Malabar area has a full fledged pastoral 

center at Kannur by name Barmariyam. Malabar is a 

privileged soil for priestly and religious vocations today. 

One third ol the Knanaya Catholic population is in the 

Malabar area. From the diocesan Headquarters at 

Kottayam the farthest parish of Malabar region is 600 

Kms. away. The Auxiliary Bishop usually resides at 

Kannur, though it is not yet declared head quarters of a 
Suffragan Eparchy. 
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Religious and Secular Institutes 

1. The Society of the Oblates of the Sacred Heart 

The late Bishop Mar Alexander Chulaparambil started 

this Society for the diocesan clergy and issued the 

decree of its institution in 1930. The untiring work of 

the early Fathers in spreading devotion to the Sacred 

Heart of Jesus in parishes and families, and the 

selfless services they rendered for the ecumenical 

apostolate among the Southist Jacobites as well as 

for the Knanaya immigrants into the Malabar region 

in the 1940s are praise worthy. In recent years this 

Society has a good number of vocations. They have 

44 priests and 3 brothers with a good number of major 

and minor seminarians. They do pastoral service in 

the diocese and outside. 

2. The Missionary Society of St Pius X 

Starting from the priests’ sanctification day on June 

28, 1984, the priests of this eparchy had several 

meetings and prayerfully considered the signs of our 

times with regard to the pastoral and the missionary 

needs of this eparchy, of its immigrants and of the 

Church Universal. The general opinion in these 

meetings was in favor of instituting a Missionary 

Society of Priests with the object of spreading God’s 

Kingdom through pastoral and missionary ministries 

in India and abroad, ever continuing the zeal of 

Knanaya pioneers of the missionary expedition from 

Mesopotamia to Malankara in A.D. 345, and fanning 

its flames to cope with the missionary exigencies of 

our times. Those interested in the project, drafted, 

discussed, and passed the statutes of the Missionary 

Society of St Pius X and of a supporting organization 
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by the name of the Missionary Association of St Pius 

X. Bishop Mar Kuriakose Kunnacherry issued the 

decree of institution on January 6, 1985. On the rolls 

of the Society, there are now 38 priests, 33 major 

seminarians and 19 minor seminarians. 

3. Sisters of the Visitation of the Blessed Virgin Mary 

This Congregation was started by Msgr Mathew Makil 

during the time of Bishop Charles Levigne, SJ. This 

eparchial congregation has been doing excellent 

sendee especially in the field of education. Now it 

has 641 members and 85 convents. They have 

expanded their sphere of apostolate into health-care 

and ministry for the poor and destitute. They have 

members working in government hospitals in India 

and in the dioceses of Khandwa, Munich, Lugano, 

Tanzania, Los Anglos etc. 

4. Sisters of St Joseph: This eparchial congregation was 

started by Rev. Fr Thomas Poothathil during the time 

of Bishop Mar Alexander Chulaparambil. Distributed 

in 49 convents they have 350 members. Their 

apostolate is in education, as well as in the ministry 

for the sick, the poor and the destitute. They have 

ministries in the North Indian Syro-Malabar Eparchies 

ol Rajkot, Ujain and also in Italy, Germany and 

Switzerland. 

5. Caritas Secular Institute 

6. Instituted in 1961 by Bishop Mar Thomas Tharayil, 

this Secular Institute now has 103 members and 12 

houses. They work at Caritas Hospital, Thellakom; 

Mercy hospital, Madampam and Payyavoor; Caritas 

Polytechnic lor girls, Peroor; old age homes in 

Madampam, Peroor and Germany. They also run a 
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girls' orphanage at Payyavoor. They are also helping 

parish ministry in various places. 

Besides the above five Eparchial institutes, four other 

religious communities work in this eparchy. They are: 

Congregation of Vallombrosan Benedictines, Little 

Daughters of St John Gualbert, Daughters of the Charity 

of the Most Precious Blood, and Sisters of Our Lady of 

Providence. 

The Vallombrosan Benedictine Congregation with due 

permission from the Congregation for the Oriental 

Churches (Prot.No. 136/88 dt. 25 Nov. 1988) has in this 

eparchy an oriental branch. At present they have a minor 

seminary at Kottayam and a study house in Bangalore 

with 7 professed members and 11 major Seminarians. 

Little Daughters of St John Gualbert was started in 

Pescia in 1974 by Abbot Guiseppe Zambernardi. The 

eparchy of Kottayam gave all possible cooperation to this 

congregation from 1980. Now the congregation has a 

novitiate and postulancy house in the eparchy. They 

have 88 sisters from this eparchy, of whom 16 are working 

in the eparchy, the rest are in Italy. 

Daughters of the Charity of the Most Precious Blood: 
with headquarters in Rome, came to this eparchy in 1987. 

They have their novitiate house at Kezhoor and 4 other 

houses in this eparchy. Thirtynine of them are working 

in the eparchy. 

Sisters of Our Lady of Providence: They have a convent 

in the parish at Vakathanam. Six sisters residing there 

recruit young girls to their congregation and do pastoral 

ministry in the parish. 
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Seminaries 

Mar Makil Gurukulam: In 1990 Mar Makil Gurukulam 

was instituted as a study house for the major seminarians 

adjacent to Dharmaram Vidhaya Kshetram at Bangalore. 

There are 22 major seminarians this year of which four 

are from the Syro-Malabar mission dioceses of Chanda 

and Jagadalpur. Major seminarians study also at St. 

Thomas Apostolic Seminary, Vadavathoor, St. Joseph's 

Pontfical Seminary, Alwaye, Syro-Malankara Seminary 

and Trivandrum. Nine Seminarians continue their 

theological education abroad in Italy and Switzerland 

Minor Seminaries: Four minor seminaries are 

functioning in the eparchy. They are St Stanislaus Minor 

Seminary, The Oblates of the Sacred Heart Minor 

Seminary, St Pius X Missionary Seminary and 

Vallombrosan Benedictine Minor Seminary. 

Cultural Heritage 

The Knanites have a culture that is threefold in its 

sources: Jewish, Christian and Indian. This phenomenon 

was preserved down the centuries. ‘The church in the 

modern world' of Vat. II, recognized such cultural 

pluralism in the Church: 

Literature and arts are also in their own way of great 

importance in the life of the Church... Steps should 

be taken so that those who cultivate these arts feel 

they are recognized by the Church in their 

endeavours.... The Church should recognize new 

forms ol arts adapted to our contemporaries, 

accoiding to the variety of nations and regions.... In 
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this way the knowledge of God is manifested better 

and the gospel preaching becomes clearer to the 

understanding of men and women, being seen to find 

its place in their conditions (GS 62). 

The customs allude to the age old tradition of the 

people. They express the faith, the culture, vision of life, 

identity and life style. Hence in dealing with the 

sacrament of Marriage the Vat. II clearly stated “if any 

region uses other praiseworthy customs and ceremonies 

when celebrating the sacrament of matrimony the sacred 

synod earnestly desires that these by all means be 

retained. (CSL.77) The Knanites have special customs in 

connection with the wedding, death-bed blessing, burial 

and folklore. 

Wedding Customs 

In connection with marriage there are several 

ceremonies on the day and on the eve of the marriage at 

the home of both the bride and the bridegroom. The 

wedding ceremonies stress that marriage is not just a 

sacrament and a covenant between the boy and the girl 

only, but also an entering into a relationship between 

the families of the boy and of the girl. Betrothal for 

instance, is an initial agreement and engagement in which 

are involved not only the boy and the girl, but also their 

parental relatives. Betrothal itself is called Kaipidutham 

(Clasping of hands) which is indicative of the clasping of 

hands by the paternal uncles of both the boy and of the 

girl in the presence of the priest in the church. The idea 

is that the paternal uncles take up the responsibility to 
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conduct the marriage according to the agreement made 

at that time. It is to respect the responsible elders and 

to stress the idea of entering into family relationship. It 

means that not just the fathers but also all the close kith 

and kin of the couple are earnestly and whole-heartedly 

involved in the new relationship. 

1. Beautification of the bride by smearing of henna (a 

special yellow ointment called mylanchi) in her palms 

and feet by the grandmother (Mylanchi ideel). This 

is a ceremony, which is found among various tribes 

and castes of Hindus and among the Jews and 

Muslims. The Knanaya bride comes to the Pandal 

accompanied by her elder sister and she is seated in 

front of her grandmother, who puts the henna 

ointment on her palms and feet. Though the main 

purpose of this function is to beautify the girl, the 

song which accompanies the ceremony gives a 

biblical meaning to it: Since Eve plucked the 

forbidden fruit with her hands, the palms are 

smeared. Since with her legs she approached the 

forbidden fruit to eat it, her feet are smeared. So the 

ceremony reminds us of the first couples, their sin 

and the symbolical repairing of it. 

2. Beautification of the boy by a ceremonial shaving by 

the barber (Chantham Charthal). The Knanaya 

marriage gives important roles to the people of other 

communities too. Thus the barber for the shaving, 

panan lor singing the story of Knayi Thoma, and 

goldsmith tor making and presenting the golden thali 

on the eve of the marriage. 
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3. Handing over tHe thali (the cross embossed on a 

banayan leaf shaped golden medal) to the sister of 

the bridegroom by the goldsmith. 

It is placed on a betal leaf with rice underneath 

4. Clasping of hands by the paternal uncles of the 

couple in the church during the rite of the betrothal, 

a symbol of willingness to execute the wedding 

(kaipidutham). 

5. Offering sweet pudding (Ichappad) to the boy in the 

pandal by the elders, after having obtained 

permission verbally from the assembly. This is a 

symbol of sumptuous and sweet life. 

6. Serving white rice cooked in coconut milk 

(venpachor), at the wedding banquet, which is a 

reminder of the dietary habit of the Mesopotamian 

ancestors. 

7. Tying the thali by the groom on the neck of the bride, 

the bride sitting on her heels and the groom kneeling 

behind her. Thali having a cross made up of 21 

minute buds embossed on it distinguishes itself from 

thalis of other Christians and non-Christians. 

8. Using of a thread made up of seven yarns taken from 

the bridal veil, for the tying of thali. 

9. Cheering for the wedding procession with Nadavili 

(shouting nata, nata). 
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10. Making of a whistling sound (kurava) by women 

similar to the Mesopotamian womens' repeating hallel 

- hcillcl in a high musical note, as a cheering on the 

occasion of marriage. 

11. Use of special silken umbrella, called thazhakuda 

for the procession. This is carried in front by the 

maternal uncle. 

12. Welcoming of the couple at the entrance of the 

reception pandal with a lamp (koluvilakku), rice and 

water, and the mother of the groom making the sign 

of the cross on the foreheads of the couple. This is 

done with a piece of palm leaf blessed on Palm 

Sunday dipped in a bowl with grains of paddy and 

water. This is a sign of prosperity and fertility. 

13. Seating the couple on an elevated seat (manarkolam) 

under a canopy, just like the Jewish huppa; 

spreading on it a white linen and woolen sheet 

(Vellayum Karimpadavum) which is a privilege of 
royalty. 

14. Offering milk and fruit (Palum pazhavum) to both the 

couple who drink it from one and the same cup - a 
symbol of unity. 

15. The mother of the groom blessing the couple in a 

special way placing her hands crosswise over their 

heads (vazhupidutham), similar to the gesture of the 

celebrant at the offertory prayer in the Syro-Malabar 
Liturgy. 

16. The bride s mother, maternal grandmother and 

maternal uncle receiving from the newly wed couple 

gifts ol cloths (kachathazhukal) offered and by groom s 

party, as thanksgiving lor rearing the bride up to the 
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marriage. The thazhuku gesture is an assurance of 

continued suport to the newly 

wed. 

17. Granting of special place to the 

singer (panan) who sings the 

story of Kinayi Thomas heroic 

acts (panan pattu). see chapter II 

18. Giving a sum of money by the 

father of the groom to the bride, 

called illappanam (clan-money), 

indicative of the early practice of 

a gift for releasing the girl from one illam (clan) to 

the other (the seventy-two families that immigrated 

in 345 A.D. into Malabar belonged to seven clans) 

which was a Jewish practice. 

19. Promising of gifts to the new couple by the mother of 

the girl while she supposedly knocks at the bride’s 

chamber (adachuthura). 

20. Jewish Traits. Alluding to the Jewish origin of the 

Knanites K. Ananda Krishna Ayer, in Anthropology 

oj Syrians referred to them as the sons of the king. 

The Ancient Songs speak of them as Rajamakkah 

sons of the king. 

The resemblance in wording, content and style of the 

wedding songs of the Knanaya Christians to those of the 

Cochin Jews is striking. Two songs, Vazhvenna Vazhvu 

and Ponnanintheedum, in the-two versions are quite 

similar though in both there are minor variations. Instead 

of the Jewish crown the Knanites place Venthanmudy 

(Royal Crown) on the heads of the couple. This indicates 

a close affinity between Knanaya and Jewish traditions. 
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U adding Customs 

Most interesting and 

attractive factor in all 

these ceremonies is that 

all of them have special 

songs to be sung by men 

or women at appro¬ 

priate time. Another 

most important note is 

that the women are 

given eminent roles in 

these ceremonies. 

Moreover, those who 

have the main role in 

the ceremonies have to 

ask thrice permission 

from the assembled 

before they start the ceremony. 
Vendanmudy 

The songs are amusing, historical and theological. The 

songs at the smearing of 

the palms and feet of the 

bride alludes to the 

purity that is required of 

the bride who enters the 

sacred marital stage. 

The role of the close 

relatives in the cere¬ 

monies refers to the 

strong support expected 

of them in the cele¬ 

bration of the marriage. 
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Marriage Customs among the Chaldean 
Catholics of Iraq 

In Knai and surroundings there are no Knanites or 

Jewish Christians today. In the near- by village there is 

a group of people called Benimalek which term means 

sons of the king. They told us that according to tradition 

they hail from the king, likely king David. They are 

hospitable. It is good to remember that the forefathers of 

the Knanites (345) were called Rajamakkal, sons of the 

king, in the Ancient Songs (Munnam malankara). 

Dress of an Edessan family of the 4th century 

There are catholics called Chaldeans in Iraq. From 
the fourth centaury to the sixteenth, from bishop Uraha 
Mar Joseph (345) to Mar Abraham (1597), all the bishop 
of Malabar came from among them. They use the same 

Qurbana text and other liturgical ceremonies as we used 
to do in the Syriac language. Our team celebrated Holy 
mass in the Syriac language in the church, during our 
visit of a reserch team to Iraq in 1990 (see pg. 65 below). 
Amazingly since their Qurbana text was the same, the 
people responded very well and they sang with us in 
Syriac. We visited several of the families and interviewed 
on the topic of marriage celebration. Among them was 
an elderly man, Mxz Yousif Kakos and family who were 
very helpful to give an idea about their marriage 

ceremonies back up to 1940 A.D. 
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After visit to Iraq in search of Knanite roots a few 

articles were published in the Apna Desh, and one of 

them of April 1990 gave some information about marriage 

customs which can be summarized thus : 

1. Generally parents with the consent of the bride and 

bride group arrange it. 

2. Normally and generally Chaldeans marry from their 

own Chaldean community. Today there is not an 

absolute endogamy among them. 

3. The painting of the Palms and feet of the bride with 

henna (mylanchi) is observed. They do paint at least 

one finger each of the assembled individuals. This 

ceremony is conducted in the bride’s home on the 

eve of the marriage. Sometimes girls go to boy’s home 

and there the ceremony is conducted. The songs on 

the occasions are not similar to the songs of Knanites. 

4. Antham (chantam) charthal. 20 Years ago the 

ceremonial shaving of the boy in the previous night 

ol the marriage was popular. But today it is done 

only in certain villages and that too rarely. Today it is 

not barber but paternal uncle that does the shaving. 

After this ceremony the feet and palms of the boy 

were washed or he was led inside the house for a real 
bath. 

5. for the marriage celebrations, the ladies make a 

whisiling sound saying ha..lie.Ale..lie..lie.I (praise God) 
instead of our kurava. 

6. The Knanites say nacla..nada..nadai.. To cheer the 

marriage procession the Chaldean shout 

shabah..shabash which means long live . 

7. In the Chaldean villages the bride is given a horse 

iide around the city en route the house of the 
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bridegroom, as the Knanites used to give the couples 

an elephant-ride back home from the church after 

the wedding. 

8. Close relatives are presented with cloths on the 

occasion of marriage, even though, as among the 

Knanites, the donees are not specified as mother, 

uncle and grandma. 

9. Two days after the marriage the mother of the bride 

gives presents to the couple. 

10. There is a ceremony of the blessing of the bridal 

chamber by the priest, which is not in existence 

among the Knanites. 

11. A doorkeeper is appointed in front of the bridal 

chamber; anybody who wants to enter has to promise 

a present as suggested by the doorkeeper. This is 

similar to adachuthura of the Kananites in which those 

who request to open the door of the chamber promise 

things like basin, bed, lamb, sweets etc... (kindi 

tar dm...) 

12. Marriage celebration is for 7 days. The mother of the 

bride even today invites the relatives for a dinner on 

the 7th day. 

Among those whom we interviewed the elderly were 

for keeping the age-old customs, at least a few of them, 

rhose in villages were more interested in it. A few 

youngsters showed interest in them also because it was 

un and it was good as a performance for the video camera. 

Dr. Kollaparambil has observed that the song of the 

Bouthists have striking similarities with songs of Cochin 

Jews (the Babylonian Origin P. 130). Comparative studies 

nade by Prof. PM Jussay (J. Vellian, symposium pp. 

3r. S. Weil (Contribution to Indian Sociology pp. 175- 
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196) established many similarities of themes, 

composition, language and legends, between the Jews 

Knanites. In addition to these several ceremonies and 

symbols of marriage, there are also other celebrations, 

which bear resemblance to Jewish celebrations. 

A Note on Endogamy 

1. Endogamy is derived from the Greek words: endo = 

internal and gamos = marriage. Endogamy means 
marrying from within the same ethnic community or 

caste. 

2. There are thousands of ethnic communities in the 

world. 

3. The general constitutive features of any ethnic 
community is that it descends from a group of people 
or nation. Some groups require strict descent, from 
both parents of the same ethnic group. Such is the 
genealogical descent required in Nampoothiri and in 
Knanaya Communities. It means that to be a member 
of a particular community both father and mother 
should be of that community. There are other 

communities, which do not require such strict 
descent, but require that only the father or the mother 
be a member of the community. Thus the Nairs of 
Kerala are descendents from Nair mother, provided 
the father belongs to any of the high castes. 

4. Knanaya endogamy is based on the strict Jewish 

endogamy and the strict Jewish Christian endogamy 
that was in existence in the 4th century Southern 

Mesopotamia wherefrom Kynai Thoma and his group 
came. In the caste-structure context of the Indian 
society naturally the immigrants formed themselves 

into a endogamous community. They have an 

endogamous ethnic identity today. 
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5. The born Knanaya marrying a non-Knanaya does not 

lose his or her Knanaity. 

6. When a Knanaya marries a non-Knanaya, he or she 

joins a non-Knanaya parish only on pastoral reason, 

i.e., to safeguard the unity of that new family, enabling 

it to fulfill the spiritual duties together and to celebrate 

its unity. 

Now that membership in Knanaya community is only 

by birth from a Knanaya father and a Knanaya mother, 

the new non-Knanaya partner of the marriage cannot 

become a member of this Knanaya community. 

It is not a matter of excluding or expelling a Knanaya 

member from the Knanaya eparchy by a Motu Proprio act 

of any authority. It is a realistically feasible pastoral 

arrangement by which the newly born family is 

safeguarded socially and ecclesiastically. Any Knanaya 

person who freely and willfully decides to marry a non- 

Knanaya spouse knows fully well that the non-Knanaya 

spouse and would be bom children cannot be absorbed 

as members into Knanaya Community or the diocese. 

7. Ethnic communities are recognized and approved by 

the church. Right from the time of immigration in 

345 Ad, Knanites were allowed to have their own 

priests, and even parishes. This was the case under 

the rule of the East Syrian bishops (IV - XVI centuries) 

and of the Latin bishops (XVII - XIX centuries). They 

enjoyed special protection from Holy See under native 

Bishops. In 1889, Holy See granted a pontifically 

privileged Vicar General to co-ordinate the pastoral 

ministry of the Southists. In 1896 the Holy See 

appointed the Knanite Mar Makil, a Southist, as the 

Vicar Apostolic of Changanacherry. Most of the 
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Knanaya Parishes at the time were under this 

Vicariate. In 1911, the Holy See dismembered all the 

churches and chapels of the Southists from the 

Apostolic Vicariates of Changanacherry and 

Ernakulam and constituted them into an Apostolic 

Vicariate exclusively for the Knanites with the seat 

at Kottayam. 

Missionary Work 

Endogamy is not against evangelization or missionary 

work. The second Vatican Council and Pope John XIII 
have clearly stated that the core of evangelization is to 

make Christ known to the world, not forgetting re¬ 

evangelizing the Catholics themselves. The essential 

thing is not to baptize. Baptism is left to the decision of 

the people who are evangelized. Even st. Paul takes credit 

for the baptism of a very few (1 Cor. 1:14). For him it was 
preaching that mattered. In the present Indian set up, 

baptism cannot be put as a unique target of 

evangelization. If what is meant by evangelization is the 

conversion of the non -Christians into a Christian church, 

such evangelization is almost impossible now in any part 

of India. Neither there is any diocese, which does 

considerable conversions and administer numerous 

baptism to the con - Christians. The only definite thing 

to do at present is to do missionaiy work for making Christ 
known to the non-Christians. 

The diocese of Kottayam on its part has a very strong 

network ol Mission League units, and also a Missionary 

Association of Laity and a clerical Missionary Society 
of St. Pius X to train missionaries, the members of which 
work in South Africa, Germany and USA. 

As the statistics show the Knanaya diocese has more 

priests working outside in missions than with in the 
diocese. 
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In sending missionaries, the Knanaya diocese stands 

proportionately equal or even superior, to any other 

diocese, considering its rather modest membership. 

Finally Jesus commanded to preach, and baptism he 

left to the free will of individuals who heard the preaching. 

‘Go to the whole world and preach the Gospel to all 

mankind. Whoever believes and is baptized will be saved" 

(Mk. 16:15-16). And never He commanded to “baptize" 

and to make members of a particular ethnical community. 

In 1955, the Holy See extended the personal 
Jurisdiction of the diocese of the Kottayam over the 

Southists in the whole of the then extended Territorium 

Proprium of the Syro-Malabar Church. In 1986 Pope John 

Paul II cendeseended to visit the Bishop’s House 
Kottayam. 

This type of benevolent consideration by the Popes 

vere not an overlook or “fault” from their part. 

Most of the Oriental sui iuris Churches are based on 

dhnical (national) communities. The Catholic Church 
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does not require to abdicate affiliation to one’s own ethnic 

community. 
Ethnic identity is recognized in the establishment 

of diocese and hierarchies in Western Asia and Eastern 

Europe, as well as for people who have migrated from 

their home country to other countries of Europe, America 

and Australia. For the faithful of the one and the same 

liturgical rites, separate dioceses and hierarchies are 

instituted on the basis of ethnic differences. Examples 

are many: a) sui iuris churches of the Ruthenians and 

Ukrainians; b) the Latin Diocese of Cochin and Alleppy 

in Kerala with overlapping parishes on the basis of the 

two ethnic communities of the Anjoottikars and 

Ezhunoottikars; and c) the Syro-Malabar diocese of 

Kottayam for the Knanaya Community and all the other 

existing Syro-Malabar diocese for the non-Knanaya 

Community. 

The non-Catholic Churches also have such separate 

hierarchical units on the basis of distinct ethnic 

communities. For example, the Malankara Jacobite 

Church has a Knanaya Archdiocese with headquarters 

at Chingavanam, while the non-Knanaya Jacobites have 

their own hierarchical structures. 

Blessing at the death-bed 

The Knanite father at his 

death-bed gives a traditional 

blessing to the children by placing 

his hand on the head of each one 

of them while reciting an 

invocation which he is supposed 
to know by-heart. 

The blessing, which God gave to Abraham, 

The blessing, which Abraham gave to Isaac, 
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The blessing, which Isaac gave to Jacob, 

The blessing, which Jacob gave to my fore-fathers, 

The blessing, which my fore-fathers gave 

to my Father, 

The blessing which my father gave me, 

The same blessing, dear Son/Daughter, I give to you. 

This type of blessing is typical of Old Testament and 

Jewish blessing formulas. 

A Royal Treat 

On festive occasions food used to be served to the Knanites 

on two plantain leaves, one placed over the other, as a 

royal privilege granted to them in script on copper plates. 

As a remanent of that privilege today the Knanites fold 

the left hand side of the plantain leaf downward, making 

the leaf double. 

Special Food 

Knanites make a special food with rice balls called 

pidy on the occasion of sending off the pregnant girl to 

her home for delivery, and on some other occasions. A 

white rice pudding called uenpachor is served on the eve 

of the marriage. So also some other special breads called 

Achappam, Cheeppappam, Kuzhalappam, Avalosunda, 

and Churiittu are special to them. The cutting and giving 

of special unleavened bread, called an Indary Appam on 

Maundy Thursday evening by the head of the family in a 

very devout atmosphere is a ceremony proper to the 

Knanites and to the non-Knanite Syrians. This is in 

memory of the institution of the Holy Eucharist. 

Knanaya women can be distinguished by their golden 

thali with 21 minute buds embossed on it, and by the 
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number of layers or pleats on their traditional white long 

cloth called pudava. There are differences also about their 

earings, hair-do, etc. 

Prayer Service Outside the Church at the Foot of 

a Granite Cross and a Prayer turning to the West 

Following the traditional practice of their ancestors, 

the Knanaya community at Kaduthuruthy holds an open 

air evening prayer sendee at the foot of the great granite 

cross in the church yard (Purathu Namascaram) on the 

second day of the three day fast (moonnunoimbu) of the 

Ninivites, in which thousands of pilgrims participate every 

year. Another practice in commemoration of the Knanaya 

origins is a prayer service, conducted during the Easter 

Sunday procession, facing to the western ocean in 

spiritual suffrage of those who were buried in the sea on 

their Eastward journey to India in 345 A.D. 

Margamkali (A Male folk Dance) 

Margamkali has been a traditional male dance 

preserved and performed mainly among the Knanites. 

Twelve players stand in a circle around a lighted bronze 

lamp symbolizing Jesus Christ and his twelve apostles. 

The theme of the song of margamkali is the life, missionary 

work and martyrdom of St Thomas the apostle on the 

basis ol the apocryphal Acts of Thomas (3rd century). The 

text of Margamkali song consisting of 450 lines are divided 

into 14 strophes (padams). It contains Syriac and Tamil 

words which are indicative of its antiquity. A study on 

the text and lyric of Margamkali is accepted as text for 

M.A. Malayalam literature. The music of margamkali is 

basically Syrian, with much aflinity to the Syriac liturgical 

songs. But there are typical Dravidian endings and 
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insertions. Margamkali is for entertainment and religions 

instructions; and the performers put their heart and soul 

in it as a sacred art form of their own. The audience too 

feel one with the performers. In fact margamkali is the 

only Christian art form in Kerala which has its origin 

and development in the Indian soil. Recently (1985) the 

diocese of Kottayam established a research centre called 

Hadusa for the study of margamkali and programmed it 

with the help of the 33 traditional teachers called asans. 

The Kerala Government has included it in the School 

and College youth festivals as an item of competition. 

Thus today it has become the property of Kerala culture 

and teachers, certified by Hadusa, give training to young 

performers. (For details of Margamkali, see chapter II) 

All the above rituals and ceremonies make the 

Knanites aware of their past and of their identity as a 

distinct community. 

Contribution of Knanites To the 
Syro-Malabar Church 

Introduction 

The Juridical separate identity of the Knanaya 

community right from the early centuries and its distinct 

existence with its own parishes and priests even before 

the erection of the Syro-Malabar hierarchy can be 

understood in the spirit of the Church expressed in the 

Code of Cannon Law (#372 #2). ‘There maybe established 

in a given territory particular churches distinguished by 

the rite of the faithful or “by some other similar qualities." 

The Holy See in the past has seen this "some other 

qualities" in the identity of the Knanites, and it has given 

a separate diocese in 1911 to the Knanites. Dr. Xavier 
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Koodapuzha, establishing the raison d'etre for the Knanite 

community and diocese, found justification in the 

principle: Catholic Church: unity in diversity (see, 

Symposium on Knanites, 1986. Part II pp. 1-4). 

The contribution the Knanaya community rendered 

to the Malabar Church in the course of history is 

remarkable. In a weakened stage of that church without 

needed priests and bishops in the 4th century, the 

Knanite immigrants revitalized that church. 

Leadership of Knai Thoma 

Fr. Mundadan states : The personality of Kynai Thoma 

was held in high esteem by the Malabar Church. The St. 

Thomas Christian community of India has always 

cherished with great respect and affection the memory 

of Thomas Cana whom they fondly call Cnai or Canai 

Thomman or even Mar Thomas and whom, if we were to 

believe (bishop) Ros. Couto and Gouvea (historians), they 

venerated as a saint. 

In an article entitled, “What the leadership of Thomas 

Cana and the people who possible came with him, gave 

to the early Christian community in India.” (A paper 

presented by Dr. A. Mathias Mundadan at the symposium 

held at Kottayam in connection with the Platinum Jubilee 

of the diocese in 1986,) the author says : 

One of the services of Thomas for the early Christian 

ol India was to unite and organize the Christians who 

had been in India since the time of St. Thomas the 

Apostle, and others who were the descendents and/or 

those who had come with him from aboard. They settled 

down in the land...., which developed into a Christian 

c ity. He also obtained from the king various privileges, 

honours and perquisites, some of which were royal in 
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character. All these were enjoyed as hereditary rights by 

the whole Christian community and the Christians came 

to occupy a very high status in society.When Thomas 

arrived in India there lived in Cranganore and Quilon 

some descendents of the disciples of St. Thomas the 

Apostle. They were Christians only in name. Thomas 

made them a united community and took care to preserve 

their superiority in caste" (a quote from Monserrate). 

Thomas was a rich merchant. 

Quoting from Bishop Ros, Fr. Mundadan notes that 

at the arrival of Thomas at Cranganore the king of Kerala 

went out to meet him and gave him the surname 

"Cenquarangon Cananeo", after the king’s own dynastic 

name. Thomas who was deputed to India by the Catholics 

of the East to help the Christians here was received with 

great joy by the Indian Christians" 

Fr. Mundadan Concludes : "The records are 

unanimous about the dynamic leadership Thomas 

provided to the Christian community in India. It was their 

leadership with which the Indian Christians managed to 

avert the crisis which threatened the very existence of 

the Indian Church.!' 

“It was this leadership which put the Christian 

community here on the road to progress and to the 

achievement of a high social status" 

Consecration at Kaduthuruthy 

January 31, 1663 was an unforgettable date in the 

history of the Malabar church when the first native 

bishop, Mar Parambil Chandy, was consecrated at 

Kaduthuruthy Valipaplly. There was much tension and 
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division in the church concerning the consecration, and 

it was the Knanites, under the bold leadership of 

Pachikara Tharakan, that took a leading role and offered 

the venue at Kaduthuruthy Knanaya Church. 

Search for Native Bishops 

With pride the Knanites could remember that in 1770 

whent Kariyattil Malpan and Paremackal Govemadhor 

wen to Rome and Lisbon to get native bishops for the 

Malabar church, it was Poothathil Ittykuruvilla Tharakan, 

a Knanite from Neendoor, Kottayam, who contributed a 

substantial amount (30.000 chakrams) for the journey, 

and in fact the journey began from Tharakan's home and 

the journey from Neendoor upto Colachel was in his own 

country-boat which is preserved as a historic monument 

even today. Varthamana-pusthakam, the first Malayalam 

travelogue written by Paremakkil Govemadhor, in chapter 

13 gives reference to this event. (See Varthamana- 

pusthakam, Athirampusha, 1936, p.64) It is unfortunate 

that a part of description prior to this page was missing 

in the manuscript (p.63). 

East Syrian Liturgy 

Syrian Liturgy used in Malabar had its origin and early 

development in and around Mesopotamia by the end of 

the 3rd century. Kynai Thoma with a bishop, priests and 

deacons and a group of people migrated into Kerala in 

AD 345. It was proper that they brought along with them 

the developed East Syrian Liturgy, and they became the 

cause lor the smooth preservation and propagation of 

that liturgy in Malabar. In fact we do not have any 

remnant of any liturgy used prior to the 4th century. 

Hence this assumption is a very strong probability, and 

in the absence ol other reasonable choices, a reality. 
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Indari Appam 

Breaking and sharing of indari appam on Maundy 

Thursday in the family has a very strong Jewish 

background. This practice widely in use in Malabar, which 

is not seen elsewhere, could be the influence of the Jewish 

Christians called Knanites. 

Malankara Rite 

The Knanites can take pride in getting approbation 

from the Holy See for the use of Antiochian (Presently 

Syro-Malankara) Liturgy in 1921 for the use of the Knanite 

Jacobites who reunited with the Catholic Church and 

became members of the Knanaya diocese of Kottayam. 

This took place nine years before the formal reunion 

movement (1930) under Mar Ivanios, and the erection of 

the Syro-Malankara hierarchy (1932). 

Organized Colonization to North Kerala 

Organized Colonization into North Kerala was a 

specific programme and realization by the diocese of 

Kottayam. In February 1943, seventy two families moved 

into Malabar Rajapuram Colony where the diocese had 

bought 1800 acres of land. In May 1943, hundred family 

members moved into Madampam Alex Nagar Colony 

where 2000 acres of land was already purchased. In 

January 1970 forty five families (65 persons) migrated to 

Ranipuram colony with 750 acres of land. No other 

diocese in Kerala has done such a daring and caring step 

as the diocese of Kottayam. 

In other cases, the individual families moved into 

Malabar seeking land to work, and the church 

organization and pastoral care came only later. In the 

case of the Knanites, the migrants first came to the 
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bishop's house at Kottayam, and then started the journey 

to the colonies with priests accompanying them and, 

priests and lay leaders waiting for them at the destination. 

The pastoral care for other agricultural immigrants in an 

organized way started only with the erection of the diocese 

of Tellicherry in 1953. 

Jurisdiction beyond Bharathapuzha 

The All -India Jurisdiction of the Metropolitan of the 

Malabar Church was limited by the missionaries to the 

region between the rivers of Pampa and Bharathapuzha. 

It was the Knanaya priests who crossed it and after 

settling in colonies obtained permission from the bishop 

of Calicut to celebrate Syrian Mass and to establish parish 

churches there. We are proud that we have honored Prof. 

V.J. Joseph the lay leader of the Malabar colonization, 

by starting a B.Ed. College in his name at Madambam. 

Foreign Mission: The pastoral care of the Knanites who 

migrated to USA was organized in Chicago by the diocese 

in 1970, forming a Knanaya Mission for that purpose. 

Knanaya mission of Chicago is the first foreign mission 

unit of the Syro-Malabar Church in USA. 
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KOTTAYAM DIOCESE AT A GLANCE 

The hundred and fifty thousand members of the 

Knanaya Catholic community live in Knanaya parishes 

within the “proper territory” of the Syro-Malabar 

Archiepiscopal Church or outside distributed as shown 

below: 

In the territory of the: Arch eparchy of Changanacherry 39,948 

Eparchy of Palai 40,434 

Eparchy of Kanjirappally 1,632 

Arch eparchy of Ernakulam 9,991 

Eparchy of Kothamangalam 12,580 

Arch eparchy of Tellicherry 24,747 

Eparchy of Belthangadi 578 

Eparchy of Mananthavady 5,898 

Eparchy of Palaghat 1,730 

In the Major cities of India outside Kerala 6,500 

In the United States of America and Canada 10,500 

In Europe and Australia 1,800 

In the Gulf countries 2,900 

1,61,238 

There are nine Knanaya missions in U.S.A. with eight 

priests ministering to them. In New York there are three 

missions with 1850 members. Chicago with 2525 

members is the largest Knanaya community in U.S.A. 

The Knanaya mission of Chicago is the first Syro-Malabar 

Mission in U.S.A. started in 1983. 

There are Knanaya Catholic parishes in all the districts 

of Kerala except Trichur. Distributing of parishes is as 

follows: Kasargod 13, Kannur 18, Wayanad 9, Kozhikode 
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1. Malappuram 3, Palakkad 5, Emakulam 7, Idukki 17, 

Kottayam 54, Pathanamthitta 10, Alapuzha 3, Kollam 1, 

3nd Thiruvananthapuram 2. In Kamataka there are four 

parishes including Swargaranni Church at Bangalore. 

GENERAL STATISTICS OF THE DIOCESE OF 
KOTTAYAM 

Area 5,60,665 Sq. 

Faithful 1,69,338 

Families 28,459 

Parishes 112 

Quasi Parishes 28 

Autonomous Parishes 03 

Stations 30 

Wayside chapels 127 

Diocesan priests 157 

Religious priests 52 

Knanaya Priests in other Dioceses 

or Congregations 285 

Major seminarians 103 

Minor seminarians 90 

Institutes of Consecrated life for men: 

1. Oblates of the Sacred Heart 
Houses 03 
Priests 44 
Lay Brothers 03 

2. Vallombrosan Benedictine Order (OSB) 
Houses 03 
Members 07 

3. Order of Friars Minor (OFM.Cap) 
Houses 
Members 

05 
07 
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4. Salatians of Don Bosco (SDB) 

Houses 02 

Members 05 

Institutes of Consecrated life for women: 

1. Visitation Congregation (SVM) 

Convents 62 

Professed Sisters 643 

2. St. Joseph’s Congregation (SJC) 

Convents 49 

Professed sisters 347 

3. Caritas Secular Institute 

Houses 11 

Members 105 

4. Little Daughters of St. John Gualbert 

Convents 04 

Members 22 

5. Daughters of the Most Precious Blood 

Convents 04 

Members 39 

6. Sisters of Our Lady of Providence 

Convent 01 

Sisters 06 

Educational Institutions 

Colleges 04 

Higher Secondary Schools 10 

High Schools 20 

Upper Primary Schools 18 

Lower Primary Schools 55 
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Nursery Schools 80 

School of Nursing 02 

College of Pharmacy 01 

Multi-Health Workers School 01 

ITC 01 

Poly Technique 01 

Industrial Schools 39 

Hospitals 06 

Homes for the aged 06 

Homes for Mentally Retarded 07 

Homes for the Disabled • 04 

Hostels 18 

Orphanages 06 

Publications 02 

SELECTED ANCIENT SONG : fDODJ ml 6TU)6Una§ 

The Cathelicos (Metropolitan Bishop) Sees the 

Immigrants off at the harbour 

Innu Nee Njangale 

Have you forsaken us to-day, oh Lord? 

To-day we have none behind to support us; 

We have neither city nor language; 

Our beauty will lie only in our ornaments; 

Your jurisdiction must be extended to our abode. 

The lord, on hearing this request, 

Was filled with joy, and he answered:- 

As occassion demands, good abuns (= bishops), 

I shall send you within twelve years. 

The seventy-two families of seven clans, 
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You must go united. 

My children, go you in joy. 

With jacket, veil, rosary and cloth for the head, 

Chain, wristlet, and beautiful cross, 

And good provision got together, 

They went in a multitude some distance 

with umbrellas, 

Then, when they reached the sea-shore to 

go on board, 

Friends, masters, and relatives all 

Embrace one another kindly, 

Tears are on the chest, and it is wet; 

None is. witness but God. 

My children, shall we meet again after you go 

to India? 
Remember us always, that relationship may not 

be sundered. 

Always bear the ten and the seven in mind; 

Do not turn away (from the faith), 

By the grace of God 

The three ships sail side by side, 
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Chapter II 

CHRISTIAN FOLK SONGS IN KERALA 
AND THE KNANITES 

Introduction 

The renowned folklorist, the late Dr. Chummar 

Choondal dealt with Christian Folklore in Christian Folk 

Songs (1983) and Kerala Folk Literature (1980), both 

published by Kerala Folklore Academy, Trichur. A cursory 

view of the ceremonies of marriage songs, and ballards 

was taken by the author. Francis Peter Barboza in his 

Christianity in Indian Dance Forms, dealt with Kerala 

dances that accompanied Margamkali songs and 

Parichamuttukali songs. My present scope is to explore 

the Christian Folk Songs in Kerala especially on the forms 

prevalent among the ancient Knanaya Community that 

has preserved many customs connected with them. 

A. Christian Performing Arts of Kerala 

In this we concentrate on three performing arts of 

Kerala Christians. One is originated in the Syrian 

ambient with a Christian theme. This is Margamkali. 

The second is common to Christians, Hindus and 

Muslims. It is Paricahmuttukali. The third is Chavittu- 

nadakam, which is proper to the Latin Christians. 

Margamkali Song 

Margamkali is a male folk dance originated and in 

vogue among the Knanite Syrians. It was in a languishing 
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sta^e, when in 1984 with the research and guidance of 

Hadusa, The All India Institute For Christian Performing 

Arts. Kottayam. it was revitalized and propagated. August 

12, 1985 was a landmark in the life of Christian 

performing arts of Kerala. On that day His Excellency P. 

Ramachandran, the Governor of Kerala, inaugurated this 

Institute. Ever since continuous research and training 

took place in Margamkali, Parichcunuttukali, and ancient 

Christian songs. For a scientific systematization, not 

departing from the genuine traditional features, Hadusa 

made use of the help of 33 Margamkali ‘asans (traditional 

teachers) lived at the time, in collecting songs, music 

and related dance forms. 

This ail form was introduced as an item of competition 

in Youth festivals in 1985. Later also in University level 

this art form became a subject of study, research and 

competition. Soon it became known and used in various 

Christian levels, such asKCYL, KCYM and catechism 

schools. It became a familiar item of competition in the 

festivals of Universities, Nursing schools and C.B.S.E 

schools. Hadusa has trained more than 400 teachers, 

and it has a team of 12 dedicated ‘Asans’ as a team of 

experts. Thus Margamkali has become an art form in the 

State and National level (For details on Margamjtall see 

the next article on it). 

The Lyric of Margamkali 

Songs of Margamkali; as seen in the palm leaves (ola) 

and in the printed edition of 1910 do contain only the 

lyric without any repetitions, interjections or special 

endings, (Jethi or Kaldsam). The Asans (teachers) and 

players during dancing add specific ornamented and 

rhythmic sounds like Thithei. Tei Tei, Takatha etc. 
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A portion of the 5lh Padam will illustrate this:- 

Maramodu kallukal kanakam velli 

Manamiyalum padi chempum irumpum 

Mattum palavaka vendum panikal 

Intei tata 

Tatata takatata 

Kakru titei 

T&ka tei tei tam 

Mahimayod arumakal ellam cheyyum 

manumiya 

Tita tekata 

Tikita tam 

Tikitaka takata 

Tikita tam 

Kakru titatam (2) 

Kakru titatata 

Tita timruta tei 

Intei tata 

The Malayalam rendering in Margamkali song is very 

ancient since part of the song indicates a strong influence 

of ancient Tamil. Thus the Ranga Pooja or Vandanaganam 

is very archaize. It is an invocation to St.Thomas for his 

helping presence. 

Maikaninta Peeliyum Mayilmel Tontum 

Menium.. 

Alankaricha Pandalil Vanezhuntharulka 

Mar Toma. 

Parichamuttukali 

Parichamuttukali refers to a play using sword and 

shield (panel la means shield and kali means play or dance 

and muttu likely refers to the sword). This is prevalent in 

Kerala among the Hindus, Christians and Muslims. 
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Among the Hindus, various types oi martial forms exist 

such as Velakali, and Ochirakali. Velakali today is 

conducted on the occasion of temple festival. Battle of 

‘kumkshetra between Pandavas and Kauravas is staged 

in this martial art. For Hindus such dances are integrated 

with religious celebration. Muslims in their Parichakali 

use mostly their songs and Arabic tunes. 

Among the Christians of Kerala Parichamuttukali is 

performed by the Syrian Christians, the Latin Christians 

and the Orthodox Syrians. There is a variety in dress, 

songs and performance in them. The only common 

elements peculiar to Parichamuttukali as an item for state 

school festival, were a sword that is not less than 1.5 ft. 

long and the shield that is not less than one ft in diameter. 

The judges were directed to judge the play on the basis 

ol unilorm, techniques, steps and variety in cutting and 

defending. Ever since Hadusa has convened three All 

Kerala Seminars for Parichamuttukali Asans, more 

common understanding in this art form is arrived at. 
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Among the Syrian Christians, once Parichamuttukali 

was practically a part and parcel of Margamkali. In 

between Margamkali Padams, the players used to take 

sword and shield and make a display of Parichamuttukali, 

which was also considered Margamlcali. In the 9th Padam 

of Margamlcali players used to take sword and shield as 

an effective way of expressing the sense of the song (the 

scene of arresting St. Thomas). There was a confusion 

caused by indiscriminate use of Parichamuttukali in the 

midst of Margamkali. In the course of research and study 

of manuscripts, Hadusa specifically and categorically 

distinguished Margamkali from Parichamuttukali, which 

is accepted as such today in Youth festivals. 

With the coming of the Portuguese in Kerala in the 

16th century, there emerged a new community called 

Latin. With this, two cultural main streams came into 

existence-Syrian and Latin. Aiong with this, new art 

forms also appeared- Latin Parichamuttukali and 

traditional ChavittunadakcurL New songs were introduced 

for Parichamuttukali; so also they received the songs from 

the Syrian tradition. 

For the Latins, Santiago (St. Jacob, after the name of 

the commander in chief of Emperor Charlemagne) is the 

patron of Parichamuttukali. People consider this art form 

as devotional. Dancers of Parichamuttukali go first in 

procession to the shrine of saints. Such performance is 

done during pilgrimages, church festivals and wedding 

ceremonies. Offerings collected on the occasion defray 

the expenses, and the rest will go to the church. It is a 

‘nercha’ (offering) for some to play for a Parichamuttukali 

staging in the church premise. The songs about the saints 

used in Parichamuttukali consist of a short biography of 

the saint and then an invocation to them for help and 

protection. 
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In the famous granite cross of Kaduthuruthy 

Valiapally there are sculptures of Margamkali and 

Parichamuttukali on the front side. There one can see 4 

players in two pairs holding sword and shield in their 

hands, which is a testimony to its use at the time of its 

erection in 1599. 

The choreography patterns of Parichamuttukali in 

general are different from Margamkali. Irunnuchattem of 

the Jacobites is called ‘Chadiyiruppu by other groups. 

There are such differences in terms. So also 'Suji Iruppu" 

and 'Suji Covacld indicate one and of the same position. 

Normally Parichamuttukali has 12 dancers like 

Margamkali. In certain traditions, lighted lamp in the 

midst is a must. Choreographic presentation is often 

impressive with a variety of steps and cutting and 

defending. 

Among the Christians there are songs with the themes 

of the Bible like Adam, Abraham, and the Last Judgment. 

Among the Syrians, the song on Mar Joseph, the Patriarch 

of the Old Testament is a frequently used one: 

Akkalam Bava Thante Makkal Pattuperumai 

Adumadukal Meyum Kalam Pala divasam, 

Balanam Youseppum Thambi Beniyamenum 

A song in honor of St. Peter is used by the Latins: 

Nai thanthai thana thinthinnai nai 

thanathinthinnai 

1 hanai thana thinthinnai nai thana thinthinnai 
thanai 

Parganil pala kutumabi vinbikalal 

patariyakamatu melinju vazhnitum 
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Papikalkkati kamna ceytitum uttaman 

Patarosiliha 

(Thana thinthinnai thanai...) 

St. Mary, Mother of Jesus, is invoked: 

Oh nangal kanikkayum kontu (thak di dhai) 

Kanikaynni kontu nangalita varunneram thavade 

Kanikka matave nangal kanikayum kontu (thak 

di dhai) 

Kanikayum kontu nangalita varunneram thavade 

Anpulla matave enne kattutunnakke (thak di 

dhai) 

Valapillerute silvum nannakan (thak di dhai) 

Kanikka matave nangal kanikayum kontu (thak 

di dhai) 

Kanikayum kontu nangalita varunneram thavade. 

Chavittunadakam 

In the term ‘chavittunadakam , 

4Chavittu means steps and 

‘Natakam means drama. It 

indicates a dance-drama 

giving emphasis on the 

footwork. It is an art form of 

the Latins who live in the 

coastal belt of Kerala. 

Chavittunadakam is seen 

as a fusion of European Opera 

with dance-drama tradition of 

Kerala. It synthesizes, in a 

way, the religious, cultural, 

social and artistic aspects of 
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Christianity in India. (Dr. Chummar Choondel). It is a 

beautiful musical dance drama similar to Kathakali, but 

akin to the opera of the West (Sabeena Raphy). 

The Portuguese were responsible for introducing 

Chavittunadakam in India. Like the miracle play of the 

west, this art form has dramas entitled Geneva, Karalman 

and Napoleon. The actors act like acrobats. They are 

more vigorous than graceful, more martial than artistic. 

Chavittunadakam served in a way as counter part of 

Kathakali (Francis Barboza). 

The performers of Chavittunadakam are trained fore 

a long time in Kalaii (gladiatorial schools) and the duration 

varies according to each one’s role in the drama. 

Kalari is furnished with Nilavilakku (lamp) and a cross. 

Performers use real sharp swords. Body massage and 

physical training formed part of the initial training. Plays 

are written in Tamil and Malayalam text. Annavi is the 

name of the teacher who plays an important role in the 

drama and he leads the rehearsal. Before the play begins, 

the performers go to the church, participate in the Holy 

Mass and get blessings from the vicar. Chenda (drum) 

announces the play in the village. A solemn display of 

the symbols announces the beginning of the play. 

In Chavittunadakam every player is supposed to sing. 

Music is a blend of Indian musical tradition with Western 

polyphonic music. Tamil musical influence is clear in 

Chavittunadakam. We find in this art form, Western 

Christian drama of colonization period with pompous and 

royal costumes and elegant singing. 

Ramban Pattu 

It is a lyric after the pattern of Margamkali Pattu, but 

with high influence ol Sanskrit words. This lyric 
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consisting of 44S lines is not simple like Margamkali. It 

was first published in 1916 by Fr. Bernard Thomas in 

the book Mar Thoma Christians (Malayalam) Vol. 1 pp 

623-79. It is true that this song did not enjoy the 

popularity of Margamkali Pattu since the latter had a 

dance form attached to it, which was very popular among 

the Knanite Christians. 

The song itself speaks about the author and the time 

of its composition. This book was written by a disciple of 

St. Thomas, and edited by Thoma Ramban of Niranam, 

the 48th priest of Maliekal family in 1601. 

The story says that the Apostle Thomas is said to have 

brought many people to Jesus Christ on the 3rd of the 

month of Karkadakam in the year 72 He reached 

Chinnamalai in Mylappur where he was Martyred: 

Pala Jathikale Misiha Pakkal 

Cherthoru Sleeha Mar Thomma 

Ezhupathirandam Karkidakathil 

Moonnam Divasam Pularkale 

Vazhiyathra Knanaya Than Cherunnithu 

Mailappuril Chinnamalaku 

Mar Thoma Parvam 

It is another lyric about St.Thomas the Apostle. There 

is a Palm leaf manuscript in 17 ‘Olas” (440 lines) kept at 

the Bishop house Kottayam under the custody of Dr. 

Jacob Kollaparambil. The manuscript entitled ‘the song 

book of Kutticheril Mariachy' was copied by Naithy 

Thachara. The manuscript ends with worshipping God 

stating that it is the end of Mar Thama Parvam. 

Chenthalir Pankajam Kumbidunnen Namo 

Inthai Marthoma Parvam Thikanju 

Deivamthave Saranam 



- Puthenpana 

The Mar Thoma Parvam begins with implopring Christ 

to come close and to heal: 

Misiha Thunayka Varika Mama Arike 

Saha Viravinodu Tapasa Varanam 

Mar Thoma Satkadha Cholkedo 

Puthenpana 

Another folklore literature in Malayalam is Puthenpana 

(new song) of the Jesuit European ARNOS PADIRI 

(Emestus HARX CELEDEN), who reached Kerala in 1699. 

He composed Puthenpana in Malayalam after the 

Jnanapana of Poonthanam Namboothiri (14th century). 

He got well versed in Malayalam and Sanskrit and 

composed the Puthenpana (1500 lines) in Drudakakali 

Vrutham. 

The content of the book is history of the world from 

creation to the death of Christ in 14 Padams. The 12th 

Padam is the lamentation of Mary after the death of 

Christ. It is popularly sung on Good Friday by the Syrian 

Catholics, Syrian Orthodox and Latins: 

Amma Kanyamani Thante 

Nirmala Dughangalippol 

Nanmagale Manassuthhu 

Kettukondalum. 

Dughamoke Paravano 

Vakupora Manusharku 

10,h and 1 l’h padams are sung in Christian families 

on Holy Thursday. Syrians sing it with a tint of Syrian 

music. The lyric contents Syriac words like Aroovtha 

(Friday), Alaha (God), Slamma (peace). 
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Pananpattu 

This is a folksong not of the Knanites but about the 

Knanites - in fact it is the story of Knai Thoma who is 

pictured as an intimate friend of Cheraman Perumal and 

of the four Castes: carpenter, moulder, goldsmith and 

blacksmith. The song which is sung by a panan in the 

hall of reception of the Knanaya newly wedded couple 

narrates a story. 

A marriage of a member of the above one castes was 

conducted by the direction of the king against the 

customs and manners of the caste. All the four castes 

resented to it, and they were threatened with punishment. 

So they escaped to Ceylon (Ezhathunad). There was much 

confusion and inconvenience in the land with the absence 

of these laborers. Hence at the request of the king Knai 

Thoma intervened and brought them back with the help 

of Thiruvaranganx the head of the panaris. The women 

of the castes with their ornaments gave a golden crown 

to Thoma. As a gratitude, the Panans were given the 

privilege to sing in the marriage Pandal of these Churches 

wherefrom they will get remunerations in cash and kind. 

Dr. P.J. Thomas , in Christian Literature of Kerala 

(Malayalam -1935) published a note entitled “entry and 

song of panan”. He noted that the practice of panan 

appearing in marriage Pandals was still in vague in certain 

areas north of Kottayam to sing in Elanji and 

Muthalpuram. In 1986 on the occasion of the Platinum 

Jubilee of our diocese I spotted out a few panans in 

Piravam and Mulamthuruthy and recorded their songs. 

All of them were singing the story of Kynai Thoman. After 

narrating the story of the bringing back of the four castes, 

the song continues: the king placed the golden crown 

on Thomas and said: This is not enough. You deserve 



- ^ Ancient Knanaya Folksongs 

other honours and privileges. Then gives the list of (72) 

privileges, which does not include all the privileges given 

in the list below, but has a few additional items. 

B. Ancient Knanaya Folk Songs 

Ancient songs (purathanapattukal) in Malayalam were 

compiled and edited from palm leaf manuscripts in A.D. 

1910 by P.U. Lukas with the help and guidence of Fr 

Mathew Vattakalm. Nobody knows the author of this or 

such other folk songs. They are very ancient in their 

literary style. 

/ 

Our ancient lolksongs can be grouped into four. 1) 

Songs of Marriage - 20 songs with 671 lines. 2) Historical 

songs - 32 songs with 4180 lines. 3) Biblical songs - 17 

songs with 1269 lines. 4) Margamkali and Panan Pattu 

Ancient songs consists of: 

1. Songs about the history ol immigration 

2. Songs sung during wedding ceremonies 
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3. Songs about the history of churches 

4. Biblical Songs 

5. Songs of Margamkali, a male dance 

SONGS ABOUT THE HISTORY OF 
IMMIGRATION 

A Research on Immigration History 

In 1992 pursuing the scholarly study of Dr. Jacob 

Kollaparambil, on the Babylonian Origin of the Southists, 

under the leadership of Mar Kuriakose Kunnacherry, I 

had the rare privilege of visiting the historic places in 

connection with the immigration of 345 AD in Southern 

Mesopotamia which is in today’s Iraq. In our team there 

was also Dr. Cyriac Thevarmannil. We visited Kynai, Huz, 

Uruk and Ezra, places which are mentioned in our ancient 

folk songs. 
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Kvnai 

Kynai 

Dr. Jacob 

Kollaparambil 

has showed 

beyond hesita¬ 

tion that Kynai. 

a town about 

70 Knis. south ol 

present Bagdad 

was the home¬ 

town of Thomas 

Kynai, which 

was the head¬ 

quarters of a 
Modern Kynai 

diocese of the East Syrian Church and the seat of a great 

monastery and a renowned school. It contained the tomb 

of Mar Mari, a disciple of St. Thomas where according to 

the prescription of the Pontifical, all East Syrian 

patriarchs on the day after their 

ordination were to visit and pray 

at Kynai. This city, Prof, named 

after the daughter of King Artaban 

of Clesephon, was in a dilapidated 

stage by the 13th cent. It looked 

like devastated land with a hill. 

Cf. J. Kollaparambil, The 

Babylonian Origin of the 

Southists, Rome, OCA 241, 1992. 

pp. 1-21. It is interesting to note 

that in Kaduthuruthy Kerala, 

there is a Keenan family and a 

Keenanparambu (campus). 

X -XX- ' 

1 

1. 
Dr. Jacob Kollaparambil 

The Knanaya Historian 
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Uruk (Uraha) 

If Thomas the lay leader of the Knanaya emigration 

was from Kynai, its hierarch Uraha Mar Joseph was from 

Uruk (Warka). The folksong Nallorslem speaks about 

this bishop and then continues with the narration of the 
expedition. 

The present Warka, in Mesopotamia is a region 

attached to Mar Joseph the bishop who accompanied 

Thomas Kynai. Uraha is the derived form Uruk, which 

is often used, in the Ancient Songs. This is situated to 

the West of Ezra and to the South of Kynai. 

Ezra 

The song Nallorslem says that the bishop Uraha Mar 

Joseph and the immigration team first went to Ezra and 

obtained blessing (from the prophet Ezra). 

On the right bank of Tigris, about 50 Kms. to the 

north of the town of Al-Quma, which is situated close to 

the confluence of Tigris and Euphrates, we saw a beautiful 

shrine like a mosque housing the tomb of the prophet 

Ezra who had died at the place. Since Ezra was a prophet 

who stood firmly for endogamy in Judaism, (Ezra. Ch. 10, 

Neh. 10:31; 13:25), the Jewish Christian immigrants to 

India on their way to Crnaganore, paid homage to him 

and personalized his teaching as a “good signet ruby” 

(song Nallororeslem). 

Country of Huz, also known as Bet Huzaye 

Another name mentioned in ancient folksongs is Huz 

which is a region evangelized by Mar Mari, the disciple of 

St. Thomas. The region of Huz is seen in the song of 

Kottayam Valiapally (1577). Huz is 500 kms from Kynai 

and is situated to the East of Ezra 
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Songs about Thomman Kynan and immigration 

On the occasion of the wedding, the Knanaties sing 

song about their own history - emigration from 

Mesopotamia and immigration into Kerala. Thus there 

are the songs: 

1. Munnam Malankara 

2. Innu Ne Njagale 

3. Nallororaslem 

4. Vadimanam Vattakali 

There are also songs about churches in which there 

are references to their history. For example, Kottayam 

great church and small church, Edakattu, Kaipuzha, 

Nalupalli etc. 

Munnam Malankara: 

Long ago when Thomas of Cana conceived the idea to 

settle in Malankara, 72 royal sons joined him, and 

four hundred families. Following the edict of the 

Catholicos he embarked on a ship and reached the 

foreign land of Cranganore. He went to visit the Chera 

king. He paid homage in gold and pearls and received 

in return sovereignty over a territory. The king gave 

him royal privileges and royal fanfares: eighteen 

varieties of trumpet, bugle and conch, and other 

adornments. He gave him the prerogatives of carpet, 

day lamp and seven royal fanfares, and three 

vociferations by hand (Kurava), and a shout. The king 

bestowed all these as a favor. Receiving these 

privileges Thomas Kynan also obtained the copper 

plates gracefully inscribed. These rights, the King of 

Kings granted will last as long as the sun and moon 
will exist. 
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Innu Nee Njangale 

Have you forsaken us to-day, oh Lord? 

To-day we have none behind to support us; 

We have neither city nor language; 

Our beauty will lie only in our ornaments; 

Your jurisdiction must be extended to our abode. 

The lord, on hearing this request, 

Was filled with joy, and he answered:- 

As occassion demands, good abuns [= bishops), 

I shall send you within twelve years. 

The seventy-two families of seven clans, 

You must go united. 

My children, go you in joy. 

With jacket, veil, rosary and cloth for the head. 

Chain, wristlet, and beautiful cross, 

And good provision got together, 

They went in a multitude some distance 

with umbrellas, 

Then, when they reached the sea-shore to 

go on board, 

Friends, masters, and relatives all 

Embrace one another kindly, 

Tears are on the chest, and it is wet; 

None is witness but God. 

My children, shall we meet again after you go 

to India? 

Remember us always, that relationship may not 

be sundered. 

Always bear the ten and the seven in mind; 

Do not turn away (from the faith), 

By the grace of God 

The three ships sail side by side. 
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Nallororaslem 

It speaks first about Bishop mar Joseph of Uraha and 
then gives the narration of the expedition: 

In the good city of Jerusalem, 

In the land where emeralds and pearls grow, 

Of the land, resplendent as a dancing peacock, The 
complexion, I may say, resemble gold of ten and a 

half carats. 

He speaks like a Chinese flute; 

He is not lacking at all in religious zeal. 

That noble lord wants to go and govern Malabar. 

He started by Bava’s (the Father’s) command; 

He obtained his permission and forthwith set out on 
his journey 

fAnother tune) 

He was given high social rank 

He was given the high privileges of the Catholics, 

And he was fittingly sent off regal musical 
instruments. 

In his holy hand he received the Book, The Holy 

Catholics, according to the custom instituted by St. 
Thomas 

{Another tune) 

He went to Esra and obtained permission 

He received the good signet ruby 

In his wish he was in Cochin, in excellency he was in 
Rome 

(Another tune) 
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Together they started and embarked in a ship, 

Set sail in the direction of Malabar 

And landed in Cranganore 

On their sighting the Cochin harbour 

Eighteen salutes were fires 

When he enters the city gate, after the firing of 

the salutes 

The sepoys, they give a shout, 

And all their lambs languish. 

On the royal palanquin a flag was raised, 

And in it sat Raja Varma 

Chempakasseri also is with him, 

And the king of Vettattunadu too 

Mar Joseph of Urha goes 

Four priests are near him, 

There are many deacons too 

Sepoys are close to him, 

And Thomman Kinan is with him 

You came and obtained a permit, 

And went there early, 

And held him by the hand to disembark 

A royal palanquin plated with gold 

He mounted, and sat down, 

And proceeding in pomp, entered the fort 

In the fort was the Perumal, the king. 

Innu Ne Njangale (Jacob p. 15) 

72 Privileges 

In early centuries it was customary to grant special 

privileges to people who found favor with the king, and 
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Munnam Malankara 

thus Knai Thoma and his people were given 72 privileges 

written on a copper plate. It was also for the benefit of 

the native Christians who were also honored by this grant. 

These were privileges enjoyed by the noble castes of the 

kingdom. The text of the song Munnam Malankara 

enumerates some of the privileges. 

Koduthar Padavikal 

Panchamelam Pathinettum 

Kombum Kuzhal Alavattom 

Sangum Vidanum 

Kodutahr Padavikal 

Pavada Pakal Vilakkum 

Rajavadiyangalezhum 

Kurava Moonnum... 

Kottum Kuravagum Nallalankaramettam 

The Narration of the greetings of Privilages 

in the Song Munnam Malankara 
2. QJCTDo 

Long ago to immigrate to Malankara 

The gentlemen Tomman Kinan tried, - 

The king’s sons belonging to seventy-two families- 

These good citizens, four hundred, 

Embarked by the grace of the Catholicos - 

The foreigner who came entered Cranganore, 

He entered, and when he visited the Chera King, 

in plenty 

He presented gold and coral and pearls and 

obtained the country. 

He came, at an auspicious time endeavoured, 

and gained his end, - 
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That his greatness may be manifest in all the 

world around. 

He gave him marks of honour - the fivefold band, 

the eighteen castes. 

The horn, the flute, the peacock feather fan, 

the conch, the canopy, - 

The gold crown and all other good ornaments. 

He gave him marks of honour: the walking-cloth, 

the day-time lamp, 

The seven kinds of royal musical instruments, 

and three lingual cheers. - 

Drums and lingual cheers and all good pomp 

The king with pleasure gave, 

And all these did Tomman Knan accept. - 

He got also the copper-plate deed fittingly engraved. 

The marks of honour which the Kings King gave 

Last for all the days of the existence of the sun 

and the moon. - 

For all the days of the existence of the sun 

and the moon. 

List of Privileges 

The following are the 72 privileges believed to be 

conferred on Thomas Kynai by the Cheraman. 1) Ambari 

(howdah on an elephant) 2) Ankaram (courtyard) 3) 

Antholam (Palanquin) 4) Ammoolam (a kind of tax) 5) 

Arpu (cheers) 6) Alavattam (peacock feather fan) 7) 

Anasavari (Elaphant ride) 8) Uchippoovu (head turban) 

9) Kacha (robs) 10) Kachappuram (over coat) 11) 

Kankanam (bangles) 12) Kalthala (anklets) 13) 

Kalchilambu (anklets) 14) Kuravai (cheers) 15) Kuthira 

Savari (horse ride) 16) Kuzhal (bungles) 17) Kodi (flag) 

18) Kaikara (hand ornament) 19) Kaithala (bangles) 20) 

Chelli (a kind of tax) 21) Chemkombu (another tax) 22) 
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Chenda (drum) 23) Thamboru (big drum) 24) Thazhakuda 

(royal umbrella) 25) Nerval (sword) 26) Pattuchatta (silk 

coat) 27) Patturumal (silken tassal) 28) Pattumundu 

(silken dothi) 29) Pakalvilakku (day lamp) 30) Padippura 

(out house) 31) Pathakkam (necklace) 32) Panippudava 

(embroidery robes) 33) Paravathani (carpet) 34) Pavada 

(royal cloth) 35) Pallakku (palanqueen) 36) Nerkalanchi 

(hangings from the head dress) 37) Panchavadyam (five 

instruments) 38) Pandal vithanam (Pandal decoration) 

39) Pathinezhu Parishamel Kathruthwam (control over 

the 17 low castes) 40) Maddalam (a kind of drum) 41) 

Manarkolam (platform) 42) Mudi (Crown) 43) 

Mudikeezhabharanam (head ornaments) 44) 

Mammoolam (tax) 45) Methiyati (wooden chappels) 46) 

Rajavadyam (royal orchestra) 47) Raja Sankaham Irippu 

(honour to sit before king) 48) Rajabhogam (tax) 49) Veena 

(String Instrument) 50) Teevetti (indigenous torch) 51) 

Thookumancham (swinging cot) 52) Thondan (53) 

Thoranam (decorations) 54) Tholvala (armpit bangle) 55) 

Theendalakattal (untouchability) 56) Nada (cheers) 57) 

Nayattubhogam (privilege for 

hunting) 58) Naikudiparisha 

(four castes) 59) Nedizakuda 

(royal umbrella) 60) Netturpetti 

(cloth box) 61) Nettikettu (turban) 

62) Veeravadyam (heroic bungles) 

63) Veeramaddalam 64) 

Veerasrimkhala (royal chain) 65) 

Viripandal (honour to erect 

pandal) 66) Venchamaram 

(beautified deer - haired tassal) 

67) Sankhu (conchu) 68) Sankhu 

Edampiri (conch with left screw) 

69) Sankhu Valampiri (conch 
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with right screw) 70) Bhoom Karamozhivu (land tax 

evation 71) Nayattu (hunting) 72) Palamarangal (forest 

concessions). (See Joseph Chazhikadan, ttistory of 

South is t) 

Privileges in Panan Pattu (see P.62) 

1) Uchippovu 2) Nettipattam 3) Pakalvilakku 4) Pavada 

5) Nerkalanchi 6) Poomothiram 7) Silver edampiri 8) Gold 

valampiri 9) Thoranam 10) Kayyarkal 11) Tholvalakal 12) 

Amsavadi 13) Koomban thoppi 14) Kazhuthil mala 15) 

Pathakkom 16) Muzhukonthakal 17) Thandu 18) 

Pallakku 19) Paravathani 20) Idi (nada nada) 21) Vedi 

22) Arppalankaram 23) Pachhakuda 24) Pavizhakuda 25) 

Rathnakuda 26) Muthukuda 27) Kodiyettu 28) Antholam 

29) Menavu 30) Manchal 31) Anamel Ambari 32) 

Veeramaddalam 33) 17 Vaddyangal 34) Sanghu 35) Aattil 

Veppu 36) Pachil Maram 37) Thakku, Kumbalam 38) 

Veruku, Puli, Kinattil Panni 39) Kombu chakka 40) 

Kulavazhayka 41) Ammoola 42) Mummoola 43) Chelli 44) 

Chemkombu 45) Kalapura 46) Kulippura 47) Padippura 

48) Nadakasala 49) Elamadakku (Bakshanathinu) 50) 

Mudi 51) Vilakkedukkan Vilakkathalayan. 

The privileges narrated by Panan in his panan song 

vary from the ones given above. Omitting a few, there 

are additional ones, in Panan Pattu. 

Dr. P.J. Thomas in his Christian Literature gives a 

few privileges in the Panan Pattu he collected: 1) 

Kuthuvillakku 2) Teevetti 3) Alavattam 4) Pachhakuda 

5) Muthukuda 6) Anamelery 7) Antholathilery 8) Ambari 

9) Veeramaddalam 72 Padavikal 10) Irupathinam 

Parishakal 11) Kulayana, Kala Pothu . 
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An Analysis of the Privileges: 

1. Various types of privileges: Travel: the privilege 

to ride on elephant, chariots, horse etc. 

2. Privileges for dresses, such as turf, anglets, 

bangles, silk uniform, crowns, sandals. 

3. Ornaments and ornamentation like Pandal, 

banners and silk umbrellas. 

4. The use of musical instruments: like drums, 

Panchavadyam etc. 

5. In the construction of house, they could have 

gates, lawn barns etc. 

6. The immigrants were given authority over 

seventeen local clans and tribes (17 Parishakal). 

Anachronism in Folk Songs 

In this narration, there are certain anachronistic 

expressions like: 

"Port of Cochin” (which originated in 1341 with 

the derivation of Periyar) 

"Eighteen salutes were fired” at the receiption of 

345 A.D. (gun powder was not in existence at this 

time) 

"King of Vettathunad and Chambakaserry” (Lived 

not in the 4th Cent.) 

Term "Spoy” (an expression came into use in 

Kerala with the British Colonisation) 

Now, generally nobody knows the authers of folk 

songs. They are age-old, and they are transmitted down 

the generations. Now that the ancient Christian folksongs 

were used, taught and perpetuated by the community 
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and. as in other folklore, the leaders might have had the 

tendency to update the songs, not thinking of its antique 

value. Hence when there is a mention of the port of 

Cranganore, soon they could add the present port which 

is in use now, namely “Cochin”. So also when there is a 

picturesque narration of the reception of the immigrants, 

naturally a leader with some creative imagination could 

have added the modern “firing of salutes”, and the 

presence of neighboring kings and Lords like 

Vettathunadu and Chembakaserry.. Hence there is no 

question of postdating the entire folksong. The right thing 

is to find out by research the later additions and to drop 

them, or to keep in mind the context of the addition when 

one uses the song. 

MARRIAGE SONGS 

Marthoman Pattu 

This is a common prayer song about St.Thomas 

(24 lines) 

By the blessing of Mar Thoma 

We begin the ceremony 

May it be well performed 

May the noble Lord Jesus 

Come and be present at it 

May the Holy Lord enter 

the tastefully decorated Pandal.. 

This song is sung in two melodies, and one of them is 

highly Syrian 

Mylanchi pattu (song of alpenna henna) 

On the eve of marriage, there is a ceremony of 

smearing - painting the palm and feet of the bride 
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with Mylanchi (henna - lawsoni alba). This ceremony 

held at bride’s home, is a sign of beautification and a 

symbol of purification. It is the paternal sister or the 

grandmother who does this painting while the ladies 

sing Mylanchi Pattu. 

This song with 83 lines is divided into five sections: 

1. Our Lord commanded and the command was 

fulfilled. The lord with his omnipotence formed 

man, with bones, flesh blood and skin.. 

2. The lord called him Adam and wished to give him 

a wife. The Lord caused a deep sleep to fall upon 

Adam. 

3. In the paradise of Eden, which was flat as dish, 

there were various trees... He was allowed to eat 

the fruits of all trees except one.. He violated the 

command of God. 

4. Lord searched for Adam and Eve in the Garden of 

Eden.. He saw them naked underneath a tree.. 

He clothed them with green leaves of Mylanchi. 

From that time on, it was ordained that girls to 

enjoy a happy married life must paint themselves 

red with henna leaves. The palms are dyed red 

because of the sin committed by the hand of Eve 

that plucked the fruit. Toes are dyed red because 

Eve walked to the tree to pluck the forbidden fruit 

The fourth and fifth stanzas are much influenced by 
Syriac Music. 

The mylanchi song is a picturesque narration of 

creation of the book of Genesis; creation of Adam, the 

sin and then “ God sought Adam all over the mountain. 

Eve was with the man, and since there was no mylanhi 
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to hide their shame they hid behind the bushes: so now 

on when ladies are to be married they are pained with 
mylanhi. 

Anthamchrathu Pattu 

A song sung at the beautification ceremony of bridegroom. 

It is during the first ceremonial shaving of the boy, which 

takes place on the eve of the marriage at groom’s house 

(221ines). 

By the Blessing of our Lord Jesus 

The close and loving relations 

The venerable and elderly members of the locality 

The father, uncle, the neighbors, 

Chose as auspicious day 

In the presence of Lord Jesus the boy was beautified 

(Antham Charthu). 

Vazhu Pattu (Song of Blessing) 

The mother of the bridegroom, places her hands crosswise 

on the heads of the couple while ladies sing the song (35 

lines). 

May blessed well-being be given unto thee. May you 

and your husband endowed with children, live for 

many years. The earth has been given to you as a 

fruit to enjoy. It has been given to you to share with 

your children in unlimited prosperity and growth. Life 

blossoming forth will be yours; all will be multiplied 

twofold for you. He gives power over our servants. 

It is he who gives greatness to walk along the path of 

His Will. He gives the magnificence of a crowned 

king. He bestows wealth-bringing prosperity. Give 

Him praise and thanks since He is the cause of the 
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life we enjoy. All these things will be yours by the 

Will of the Almighty. 

This same song with modification of tune and content is 

sung by the Jews of Cochin, Kerala. The singing of the 

Knanite Christians is influenced by Syriac tunes, but not 

that of Jews. 

Kulippattu (Song for Bathing) 

Knanaya wedding ceremonies lasted for several days. 

There were solemn bath presented for the couple during 

which the ladies sing this song: 

A good pool is constructed by escalating the earth 

The tuft ojdiair on the head 

Decorated with flowers is wet 

The back of the body resembling 

The surface of the earth is wet 

The bridegroom took bath with water in a golden 

Cauldron 

The song (22 lines) has five variant tunes for various 

strophes. The fifth is basically Syrian in tune. 

Enna Pattu 

This is a song for applying oil on the head of the couple 

for the ceremonial bath (9 lines). 

By the blessing of God 

The couple casually dressed 

Took their seats in the Pandal 

Immediately came the aunt 

Who rubbed head of the bride with oil.. 

This is purely Karnatic and not Syrian in tune. 
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Adachuthura Pattu (Song for knocking at the door) 

This song is related to the shutting and opening ceremony 

of the bridal chamber after the marriage. While the bride 

and bridegroom are inside the chamber, mother, oldest 

sister and close friends knock at the door and promise 

the groom several presents (coat, bed, plate, bowl, lamp) 

so that he might open the door. 

If the bridegroom is asleep 

Let his best mates open the door.. 

Because it is already time for bath. 

This song (21 lines) is slightly Syrian in its endings. 

(See Wedding customs, p.8. Chapter-I). 

Songs of History of Churches 

This section includes songs on churches like 

Malayattor, Kaduthuruthy, Kottayam, Chunkoam, 

Puthuppally and so on: 

Alappanadi Ezhuthuthuval 

Ambinal Thamburan Munpakeyennu 

Nalettu Dikkilinangar koodi 

Nanmayalothu Paranjavare 

Kalathu palli Kaduthuruthil 

(Song of Kaduthuruthy Church) 

Purathanapattukal is the most ancient source ol the 

Kananite tradition in the Indian context. Several of the 

song deal with Old Testament themes same as above. 

Old testament allusion are not rare in the songs ol the 

history of the churches; “In the beginning the Almighty 
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God formed Adam and Eve... God asked Adam where are 

you?” (Song, Kaduthuruthy Valiyapally Cross) “ In order 

to remedy the fall of Adarrf(Song). 

Kottayam Valiya Palli Cross). “ Unlike the woman who 

ruined mankind there was borne a woman from a woman” 

(song, Chunkam Church). “ Triune God created nine 

grades of angels, the world, earth, nether lands, Adam 

and Eve” (Song, Chunkam Church cross). After describing 

the creation in 6 days, song of Kallisserry Church has 

this; “ for the first time God with His hand formed a 

creature man”. He called him Adam, and with Adam’s 

bone he created the woman and gave them his spirit, 

and on the 7th day God rested.” 

Biblical Songs 

There are 18 songs which are entitled: Song of 

patriarch Joseph, group dance of Moses, Song ofThobias, 

Jonas, John the Baptist, Virgin Mother, Mary Magdelin, 

Of Jisus, of Passover, Last Judgment, 8 day fast, of the 

only Lord, evil day; Hymn of the Adam, Prophet Jonas, 

John the Baptist, St. George, and the hymn of Jesus. 

This frequent use of Old Testament themes and stories 

is a remarkable feature of the PurathanapattukaL and 

this can be seen as an indirect allusion of the Jewish 

Christian origin of the Knanites. 

SELECTED ANCIENT SONGS 

1. MAR THOMAN 

Marthoman nanmayal-onnu thootangunnoo 

Nannai varaynamay-innu 

Oothamanaya mishiha thiruvullam 

IJ n mayerh u n n a 1 ka ven a m 
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Kanthesha nayanezhunnalli vannittu 

Karpoora panthal-akamay 

Kaikoopy nernnu nyan pettu-valarthoru 

Kanni-makalay nyan ninnay 

Entay makalay parametti Vaipolum 

En manasso patharnnnoo 

Nelluma neerum parametti vecharay 

En manasso theliyunno 

Chempaka poovin niram chollam penninu 

Chemmayarul petta pennu 

Penninay kantavar ellarum chollunnoo 

Ulaki-livalkotho-rilla 

Nalloroo neram manarkolam pookaray 

Nannayka vayna-mithennu 

Kaarana-mayava-rellarum kootittu 

Nanma varuthy tharaynam 

Alaha nayanum anpan mishihayum 

Kootay thoonaikya ivarku 

QD(d<s(uro)D2C2i3ad mrQQQ)D6)£jD(Tn3 (0)3S6m33fTD3 moDDcoT fugQemeadlcnrT 
g(UID)2m3(D) QlaaloOD (0)lO3m3^og6)6)6nQ6)CQ)^(TT)ad<e) 6QJ6TO0 

d9)aD)lG3DmD(Q)6)m^3(TD§Ql QJ(TT)1§ a(dr£j3MCrO)£J<e>G2 

6)6)«fi>«ft2rdl(g(D(d(m3 6TU)3od 6)njno3rug(5(S(DTD)D(B3 acmlaaog rootf mlocnn 

n^oaj} 9<&6)g njoe^onl QJTCaJDg3o aJ(U)03am3 

6)mgj3Q3fn<]Q3o njogaool ocu^poo nflramegjp 6)(U)£to3aD3 

rnloo ftangpo QajgpW 6)^e2Q(Q)03(/6oajnn OaJ® 

Qnjgplom c&6reQj6)ogpft3o 6)-aJ0gj3(Tn3 gejalejIru^OceQDeajTWDol^ 

m6)gpo3<smoo a6m(d<s<e6nejo n^amoo anarncofa, eojeroalo^om 
<e3Dra6m23eaj6)o^303o a>3s1§ mraoj^roroiltorroeaemo 
(ST9)9jDaaD(DD(Q)rn3o (ordadrjatf alaaflnmco^o ^qs (D)36m(Difa© GDQJriaa. 

2. ALAM CHAMANYATHIL 

Alam chamanyathil-azhakiya parudeesayil 

Thalam paranna-polithoo mala-mookalilayttom 
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Che In in velivontay pala pala maranga-lellam 

Kalam thootakkamai niranyulla kanikaloontu 

Alli-malarambal chengarhu-neer 

cheroo chenthamara 

Phullam malar-mulla kuroo-mulla 

kuroo-morhiyay 

Pakshi palathoontu kuyll mayil 

moorthikal-oontu 

Kokkum kurikilum pancha-varna 

kilikal-oontu 

(m^ejo nJ03f3lauDCQ)l(oS 

(U)D£jo aJonmgfa3&j'i(0)3QQJQ3ca§le£J00o 

0 (11 §10(11306173 nJ£J rJBJ 2Q6O130§gpo 

<&3£jo (D)3S<e0Q3e mlo6iuio)3§§ <ftrrfl<e)@36n? 

(GIBgjl 20103(711(03 0<216013W)l(3 0'2lO30'2J(lU)3O0 

aD3gjo 2ej(623gja03n323^jce03n302i39l0(Q) 

ajaffll ajej(U)36n?u <e>3CQjl(o82(Q)1(o6 023(4>l<&§36ii3' 

0<B)3a03o ^30ld9)l£J3o aJ6iDiiaj(5gpce0l§lce3g36iif. 

3. ANNANNU KANNIMAR 

Annunnu kannimar mangalyam vazhuwan 

Pachila mylanchi kontoo pothiyaynam 

kayyalay kayum parichoru karanam 

Kaippudam thannil pothiyunnoo mylanchi 

Kalal natannoo kani thinna karanam 

Kalnakham thannil pothiyunnoo mylanchi 

Asthimel mannu pothinjor karanam 

Kaipputam thannil pothiyunnoo mylanchi 

Annavar nanicholichoroo karanam 

Inningu pillairolichu natappathum 

Mylanchi noolalay pirhavanna karanam 

Mylanchiyittallo nool kootta-marolloo 

Neethi kolutha-polinningoo pillairku 

Ennaykum neethi kotukkanam nayaka 
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cmBOTKTDg <&nnDlQD(d QotDejjo on^nnod 

aJ^leJ2(Q)leJD6TDUl 6)<&06TT§3 6)n_!0(0)k(D)6mo 

<&($:)6)£j daoeo^o njok^p^ <eoG6mo 

6)0d9>r£}3So (D)(TT)1(D6 0oJ3(U)1(Q)3(TT)3 2GQ)leJ36roi]l 

aoentoii msnnD3 <e>rnl(0)l(rn <eoo6TDo 

<eodm0Jo (Diomid oandloo^onn^ Qaalenml 

(DftrniOkQd Q®3 6)nJ0(U)l(S6TDTD)DO3 <6>306rT)o 

6)0<&rC13So (0)(7T)ld 0aJD(D)1(3Q)3CTD3 2(D)lGJ06TOUl 

CGT3CTT)OJ(6 mD6ml0^D§lG^JD03 <^30611)0 

6D(TT)l6fiT33 ajlegSQODgl^ (DSc£l(U)3o 

20Q)l£JD6iuul (T^ejuoej nJl^prucnr) c&:)G6mo 

2(Q)l£jDm'l(D)'>§0gjD 

m1(D)l0<e3DS3(OTD)enjDGj1(TT)l6ui33 ailegs(d<e6f 

n^ecmd&^o midi 0<&:)S3ce6)6mo mDCQ)<e>. 

4. WARHWENNA WARHOO 

Warhwenna warhoo ninakkakay thannayn 

Neeyum nin bharthavum makkalum kootay 

Kalam parutha-yi wanittirikkenam 

Warhwana bhoomeem phalamakkaythannen 

Pankittoo nin makkal-kollookayennayki 

Veerhathay shelvavoom virivoomathellam 

Virivana warhoovathellam ninakku 

Vithalirattipathellam ninakku 

Atiyarkatima kotooppathum thanay 

Aroolal pairooma kotoopathum thanay 

Thiruvoollamana warhiyay natappan 

Mootichootoo-maroo pairooma kotuthu 

Dhanavanthiyenna shreeyay kotuthu 

Thanoroo nanniyoonarchayum vechu 

Karanor Ilian petta warhoovathellam 

Pariyonaroolalay ningalkayennu 
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ajD^QQjenn o)1o)O030<o (0)<2cmo5 
ml(Q)^o o)lo5 8(5(oto)3QJ3o 2006330 <&>2QS 

a:eJo 0nJ03(O)3(Q)' aJ36TT)l§l0lO06rT)o 

(UD^(113(1)83^0 aD£J23O)(0T0)(2(Tr)05 

rJ©)1§3 (Tflad 2(0005 0O)363§3O0OQ)<2ODO)1 

Qfl<$>30(O) 0(0(O5fUOJ3o Qj]QlQJ320(Dlgj3o 

nilolono) QJ3^aj0(D)gj3o mlmoof 
Oj1(UTO)32jl(3§1rLi0(U)Qj3o 0)10)00 

(O0SlOQ)3(5O0Sl2 0O)3S3^(D)3o (0)3(20) 

(0003^3(05 0nJ0320O3S3f{)i(O)3o (0)3(20) 

(0)1(33QJ3£Q230) (U9l0OQ) 0)Sc£J305 

23Sl jiJ3S32303 0nJ032 0OS3(OTO)° 

a)(Daj(O)l0(Q)OD (oil0QQ)000353(010)’ 

(0)300)303 0)(T3lOO)36n)(54jOQ)3o 0(U4f 

0)30(2611)3(5 (0)305 0a_)OO (U3^3QJ0(O)gj3o 

0nJ0l(2OQ)3(T)03g30eJ 0)1600 05003000)01)1 

5. PONNANXNTHEETUM 

Ponnanintheetum thantookarayri 

Mungalyavayla kanman 

Valarkoti moompil moothaninthonay 

Vattavum veeshi may-yay 

Pinnani-moonni-lakampati nayan 

Nin vilayattavum pattum 

Moothoo chinnathotoo chithram nirathithay 

Moonthringa manikyam paloonkoo nirathithay 

Pachavaidooryam pavizham nirathithay 

Slivayilay-itayor mani-yitayor nirathi thay 

Chithirikakalum ponnoom-poovo nirathi-thay 

Koval pazhookaniram cholloomival mayni 

Va kantal nalla thutha choontoo niram thonnum 

Neettil koolichaytootha moothinolivaly 
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Neelathatam kantavanay ennay maranthonay 

Alin-thaliroo-polay impa-moodara-moollonay 

Nalayray chellum thorum nunnai waroom-thonay 

Konchal kali kanni-mar kanaka-mani-markalum 

Ayray nalla pangoo tharam patto tharam wanthiri 

Koonkoomathin manavalan than varavoo kanman 

Ayriyoroo mayni-mayl kayriyo nil-pavanay 

Koonkoomatthin manavatti than varavoo kanman 

Ayriyoroo mayni-mayl kayriyo nil-pavalay 

6)aJDar)6TTi](TD)<1s3o (0)6nB3<e)(Sonl Qocnejjeajej <6>36ra3o6 

ojgcdoaDsl 2301M 23(OTO)6mleoo)36)m 

QJ3§QJ3o OJIgbI 6)26)($ 

ail OT) 60)1 2l30nrn&ic©5(TLlSl 0)300) 06 

mlo6 ai1§(Q)D§aj3o nJ3§3o 

Q3COTU)3 j2jlCTD(SCUTO)3S3 jqJ1(,(0)o 0)10(010)16) (0) 

03(00)160133 2D60)l<6)Jo a]£3& 0)10 (010)16) (0) 

nJ4jQ6)OJaD30jo nJOJl^o 0)10(010)l6)(0) 

OU£jlOJ3(D)l6)£JOQ)lS(2(D)3(6 2 60)100)1 SOT 3(6 0)10(010)16) (0) 

.a]l(oio)1ol<e6)D<e)£3o 6)^30030 nJ3eaj3 mlo(oio)l6)(0) 

<s<e>DOJ(o6 aj^3<eo3nnloo 6)<i]Dgj32lQj(i6 <220)1 

ojd <e56m3(o6 mgj com ^J36TT53 mloo OT30D30 

d)100l(06 a§l6)4jS3(0T0) 23(O10)l6)O)363lQ]36)£J 

mlejTOSo <6)60$qj6)0) <4)6)00 20<soo)36)m 

<0i&efla8 (U)g1o3<SaJD6)BJ g)(nj23G023<sgQ36)d) 

m3e§0o 6)iiJgjeao)D03o memoeof qjo36oo)36)0) 

6)d9)D6ioii(o3<0)gl dacmlQDcd ce3m<e)26mlQD(6ce)g3o 

4)6)0 mgj aja3 (0)O3o <a§3 (0)O3o ajooilol 

6)3©>32(uio)ln6 26rDQJDgo6 (0)o6qjoqj3 <6)36ra3n6 

a^olo(Q)D03 62ml<S2(o6 Gc9)01g(Q)d mlefajcueo) 

&3©>32(OTO)ln6 260)qjd§1 (0)06 010013 <6)360)306 

a^ol6)(0)DQ3 <s2m1<S2(o6 e<6)0le(0)3 mlelkiajog. 
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Chapter III 

MARGAMKALI 

A Christian Folkdance of India 

Christian Performing Arts 

Among the Christians of Kerala, India, there are three 

performing arts. Margamkali is a male dance among the 

Syrians, mainly among the Knanites. The Latin Christians 

have chavuttunatakam, a western type drama. Sharing 

with the Hindus and Muslims the Christians, both 

Syrians and Latins of Kerala, perform parachamuttukali, 

a gladiatorial dance with swords and shields. 

The Term Margamkali 

The Malayalam term margamkali means "the play" 

(kali) of "the way” (margam). The term margam is biblical: 

derek in Hebrew and hodos in Greek. Thus, there is 

reference to "the way" in Acts 9:2 "He found many 

belonging to the way”, Acts 18:25 "instructed in the way 

of the Lord”, Acts 18:26 "explained to him the way of 

God”, Acts 19:9 "speaking evil of the way" Acts 22:4 "Paul 

persecuted this way to death binding and delivering to 

prison both men and women", Acts 24:14 "According to 

the way which they call a sect", and in Acts 24:22; Roman 

governor Felix having a rather accurate knowledge of‘the 

way. Generally speaking, "the way" is Christian faith and 

religion. In Malayalam to join Christianity is rendered 

margam cheruka, and those converts to Christianity are 

called mcirga vasikal Hence, margamkali is a play in which 

the story about Christ and Christianity is portrayed. 
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The Term Margamkali 

In fact the songs of margamkali sung during this dance 

are based on the theme of an ancient Syriac apocryphal 

called “Acts of Thomas” written in the third century in 

Syria. It is believed that in the early part of the third 

century a basilica was erected in Edessa, where the relics 

of St. Thomas the apostle were kept, after having brought 

it from the tomb of the Apostle St. Thomas in Mylapore, 

India. This book consisting of the Apostolate of St. Thomas 

and his martyrdom in India was composed most likely 

for the benefit of the pilgrims who came to the shrine of 

St. Thomas to venerate his relics. 

The Malayalam rendering of the story of St. Thomas 

based on the Syriac text was adapted to the Kerala 

situation. There instead of the reference to the King 

Gundaphor of North India, the Malayalam text has the 

reference to the King of Chozha Empire situated in South 

India. It is this King who wanted to get a skilled carpenter 

to build a beautiful and prestigious palace for himself in 
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par with Solomon’s temple in Jerusalem. The King sent 

his minister to Jerusalem where Jesus appeared and 

entrusted Thomas as a carpenter to build the palace. 

Instead ol building the earthly palace, the Apostle helped 

the poor people with resources given by the King, and 

preached ’’the way” of Lord Jesus to the people. The story 

continues with how the people accepted the way of Christ, 

and how because of “the way, ’ St. Thomas was persecuted 

and martyred. Hence the name mdrgamkali, “the play of 

the Way.” Jesus said, “I am the way.” 

The Background 

Not much is known about the early history of 

Christianity in India. The earliest witness even to the 

Apostolate of St. Thomas is the third century Acts of 

Thomas mentioned earlier. So also, the second most 

important event in the history of the Indian church, the 

immigration of Jewish Christians from Mesopotomia in 

345 A.D., under the leadership of Thomas of Kynai (Kynai 

Thoma, Thomas of Cana), does not have a fourth century 

testimony. But these great traditions are embedded in 

the hearts of the Syrian Christians and the Knanaya 

Christians. These are expressed and handed down 

through the “Ancient Songs” of these Christians. These 

songs were edited by P.U. Lukas under the title The 

Ancient Songs of the Sgrian Christians of Malagala 

(Purathana pattukal), Kottayam 1910; the ninth edition 

by Jacob Vellian, Kottayam, 1999 pp. 140-153 contains 

the mdrgamltali pattu covering the history of St. Thomas.1 

1. The history of the Knanites - their immigration from southern 
Mesopotamia arrival at Kodungalloor, Kerala, and reception by the 
local King, and granting of seventy two privileges are given in the 
various songs of this book. 
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Historical Sketch 

A sociological survey made by Dr. Chummar Choondal 

of Trissur in 1981 has brought to light the fact that 95% 

of margamkali performance and margamkali teams are 

among the Knanaya Christian.2 

A convoking of all the margamkali ashans in 1984 

resulted in getting 33 ashans who were all Knanites or 

who learned the dance from Knanite teachers. 

It is interesting to note that in a report by Hosten S.J. 

in Indian Antiquity3, it is said: 

“On February 7. 1924, at the Sacred Heart Hill in 

Kottayam, 1 witnessed some of the very dances and 

listened to the very songs which 325 years earlier had 

delighted Dom Menezes and his numerous party. Some 

of these songs are in the collection now presented. It was 

8.00 p.m. A party of men, Southists, armed with bucklers 

and rhinoceros hide and swords, came to take their 

Bishop and his party from the Priest’s Home on the top 

of the Hill. They conducted us amid a display of their 

fencing to the new school hall, where a crowd had 

2. Dr. Choomar says: “Knanaya Christians have the most ancient and 
varied artfonns. Margamkali is their dance form Generally, it is 
said that margamkali is said in vogue among the Syrian Christians, 
but a close and critical observation will show that the practice and 
propagation of margamkali were among the Knanites. During my 
research in the 1960's. I could not find this art form practiced in the 
regions like Trissur and Pala where the Syrians are thickly 
populated. The traditions of margamkali can thus be analyzed: 70 
% among Knanaya Catholics and 25% among Knanya Jacobites." 
He further says that lODVo of the margamleali teams at that time 
were from among the Knanites, so also, the genuine generation of 
margamkali ashans. See Silver Jubilee Souvenir of Rev. Dr. Francis 
Kalarackal, Kottappuram. 1993, pp. 57-62. 

3. Vol. 57, July 1928. p. 123. 
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assembled to witness the thamasha (entertainment). 

Around a big brass lamp with 12 wicks, in honor of the 

Apostles, antique piece of furniture, a 12-petal lotus, the 

dances went on in endless variety for 2 hours, with 

clapping of hand gesticulations and prostration; all the 

time the men sang, resting only for a change of tune. 

They recounted in verse the birth of Christ our Lord, the 

adoration of the Magi, Christ's life in passion; St. Thomas' 

coming to Malabar, his death in Chinna Malai (Little 

Mount, Mylapore). 

“Thomas Cana leaving Mesopotomia with his party of 

colonists, the farewell on the seashore, and the 

recommendation to bear in mind the Ten 

(Commandments) and the seven (sacraments), the 

meeting between Thomas Cana and the Parumal of 

Malabar, the privileges granted on the occasion etc. They 

might have continued ‘till 1 o’clock after midnight. But, 

alas, these songs and dances are now going out of 

fashion.” 

Fr. Hoseten S.J., the European, was enamored by this 

dance and wished to take the dancers of margamkali for 

a performance to Rome for the Missions Exhibition at 

the Vatican (1925). He wanted to bring home to the 

church of Europe the primitive soul of the ancient people, 

the Indian children of St. Thomas the Apostle. With 

sadness he noted that the non-Knanites resented to the 

taking of the dancers to Rome which for them “might 

ridicule all the St. Thomas Christians" since it was an 

uncouth cultural performance. Hence, margamkali was 

not represented in the Vatican during the exhibition. 

These testimonies show that there were Christian dances 

with various Christian themes to entertain people and 

that the Knanites were fully involved in such dances. 
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Gouvea, the secretary of Archbishop Menezes (1607) 

has given as similar narration with salient features of 

margamkali performance. “The text of their songs 

comprised of folk tales-church songs and songs about 

Saints. Singing songs composed in his honor, praising 

his achievements and blaming the Patriarch of Babylon 

who had deceived them. Although tired, the archbishop 

attended a dance at night, which started at eight o’clock 

and finished at one in the morning. Before the men 

danced, they first signed themselves with cross and 

recited the Lord’s Prayer, followed by a song concerning 

the life of Christ or the doings of the saints. A party of 

men armed like their ancestors with round shields and 

swords came to meet the bishop, then they danced round 

a big brass lamp with twelve wicks, a twelve-petal lotus 

which stood for Christ, and the dance went on for two 

hours with endless clapping of hands, gesticulation and 

prostrations. They sang of Christ, of the life of St. Thomas 

Cana and the Perumal.’’4 Margamkali, the dance, is 

generally performed on the occasion of reception of 

eminent person, parish festivals, wedding celebrations, 

and so on. 

A piece of information about the existence of 

margamkali is seen in the sculptures at the bottom of 

the famous “Granite Cross’’ of Kaduthuruthy, blessed in 

December, 1559. There are 8 sides for the base of the 

cross, and on 2 of them, on the front and the left side, as 

we face the church, dance scenes are carved. They 

represent parichamuttukali and margamkali. In fact, other 

sculptures with the scenes of war, Our Lady and the Child 

Jesus, Kynai Thoma, and of hunting represent in art the 

history and tradition of the Knanaya people at the foot of 

4. Jounada, p. 87 
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the cross of their mother church at Kaduthuruthy. 

Naturally, margamkali and parichamuttukali found a place 

among the sculptures.5 

The antiquity of the margamkali songs containing 14 

stanzas (padams) can be derived from the Syriac and 

Tamil words, which were included in its composition. 

There was a time when the Syriac language was used as 

a trade language (Lingua Franca) in Kodungalloor and 

surroundings. Atleast from the fourth century, the 

Knanites as well as the rest of the Syrian Christians in 

Malabar used the Syriac language in their liturgical 

celebrations. They firmly believed that the Syriac language 

was sacred, since Jesus Christ, His mother, and the 

Apostles used it, and the holy mass (qurbana) was 

instituted by Christ in that language. These were reasons 

for the Syrian Christians of Kerala to maintain and use 

the Syriac language even in their cultural performances. 

Words like maran (our Lord), alaha (God), mar thoma (St. 

Thomas), malaka (angel), kandeesa (Saint), ruha (spirit), 

nivgalanmar (prophets), Iso (Jesus), Mishiha (Christ) are 

seen in the lyrics. These and other Syriac words, in fact, 

are incorporated presently into the Malayalam 

vocabulary.6 The Tamil words like meyu (body), peeli 

(dress), etc. indicate an early period of the history of the 

Malayalam literature, which contained Tamil words. A 

good part of the lyrics of margamkali goes to the sixteenth 

century and a few parts like vandanaganam (the initial 

prayer song) may even antedate this period. The poet 

Ulloor in his history of Malayalam literature affirms this.7 

5. J. Vellian “ Prayer at the Foot of the Open Air Cross at Kaduthuruthy ” 
in Folly of the Cross, souvenir for V. Pathykulangara, Bangalore 
2000. 

6. J. Vellian. “The Use of Syriac Words in Malayalam. ” Symposium 
Synacum, OCA 236 (Reme 1990), 331 - 334 

7. Ulloor. S.P Sahithya Charithram, Trivandrum, 1957. 
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In 1982, because of the literary value of margamkcili 

lyrics a book that was written by Professor Kurian 

Vempeni and myself on its literature under the title Sweet 

Songs of Tradition, Songs oj Margamkali (Thanimayude 

Madhugeethi: Margamkali Pattu) was accepted as a text 

book for the Sri Shankaracharya University in Kalady 

for Malayalam MA students.8 

Authorship 

As any other folklore, margamkali songs also do not 

have an author. It seems that the traditionally handed 

down lyrics were modified from time to time by the ashans 

(teachers) of margamkali. A certain Knanite priest, called 

Anjilimoottil Ittithoman Kathanar, of Kallisserry of the 

seventeenth century is considered as the one who 

reformed the lyrics as we have them today. 

Margamkali Lyrics 

In 1910 Mr. P.U. Lukas 

edited the margamkali songs 

based on palm leaf manuscripts. 

In 1984, Dr. Chummar 

Choondal and myself once 

again referred to manuscripts 

before we printed the song text 

in full with interjections and 

endings. There we found that 

although paricha m uttu k a l i 

songs were sung during 

margamkali and they were 

8. J. Vellian, Thanimayude Madhugeethi: Margan\kali pattu. Kottayam. 
1995. 
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incorrectly called margamkali songs, in reality they do 

not form part of margamkali. Hence, we grouped the 14 

padams ol margamkali found with that title in 

manuscripts as margamkali songs, and the rest were 

grouped under parichamuttukali. 

Numbering and Content 
of the Fourteen Padams 

In fact there was not a distinct vandanaganam (prayer 

song) for margamkali. Hence, the first pddam. was made 

the vandanapadam, taking into account the prayer nature 

of the lyrics. While discussing the choreography of 

margamkali with ashans it was evident that margamkali 

had lost much of its hand gestures, probably, also 

because of the fact that with one hand the players had to 

hold the hem of their loin clothe lest it might fall. To give 

vandanapadam a style of rangapuja, certain gestures with 

folded hands were introduced with the consent of the 

ashans. 

In order to keep the exact number of 14 for padams, 

the second pddam was divided into 2 calling its first part 

first pddam and the second part second pddam. The 14 

padams have the following themes: 

Vandanapadam, which is rangapuja or prayer song, 

invokes the presence of Christ in the venue of 

performance. There is an allusion to a peacock wounded 

by an arrow, which reminds us of a story in which at the 

time of his martyrdom St. Thomas was praying in 

Mylapore (Village of Peacocks), where he was seen seated 

on a beautiful peacock, in the midst of other peacocks 

The prayer also refers to the immigration of the Knanites 

and their jubilant wish to stay together without 
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disintegration for which they expect the help of St. 

Thomas.9 

First Padam which pictures the vision of King Solomon's 

temple by the Chozhan Emperor in Kerala who wanted 

to build a palace like that. 

Second Padam speaks about sending Avan, the minister 

of Chozhan to the country flowing with milk and honey 

to look for expert carpenters (thachar), who took much 

money along with him for his voyage westward. 

Third Padam: After going through the voyage of violent 

wind and weather, Avan safely reached the city of Mahosa, 

where Jesus appeared to him. 

Fourth Padam: After a conversation between Our Lord 

and Avan, Our Lord promised to give him an architect 

within a quarter of an hour. 

Fifth Padam: Our Lord described the skills of the 

promised architect. Meanwhile, angels brought Thomas, 

as an artisan and he stood before Him who holds the 

world in His left hand. 

Sixth Padam: Avan finds an expert architect in Thomas, 

and was willing to pay for him. The Lord imparts a farewell 

message to Thomas, but Thomas was perturbed at the 

thought of going to India. 

Seventh Padam: Thomas1 apprehensions and hesitations 

to go to India are expressed; it is a country with serpents, 

with shameless leaders of inhuman people, where “sathi” 

(the bride dying with the dead husband in his funeral 

pyre), the custom of people marrying the corpse of the 

dead girl in case she was unmarried, people who cremate 

9. Stay together “always remember my children that the relationship 
may not be severed." (From the song “Innu Nee Njangale," 
Purathanapattukal.p.8) 
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the dead, and people without parent-children love. These 

were the impressions of the Westerners regarding India 

at the time. 

Further, he complained that to all other places two 

disciples were sent together and to India Thomas alone 

was sent.10 

Eighth Pddam: Jesus strengthened Thomas by saying, 

“Think not that you are alone. I will be with you wherever 

you go. People in India are humane. I will direct your 

words, looks and thoughts. Your thinking is all my 

thinking.” Avan gave a heavy sum of money to Jesus 

who gave the sale deed to Avan. Jesus gave the money to 

Thomas and sent him off speaking tender words to his 

heart’s content. Thomas and Avan set sail and reached 

the kingdom of Chozhan. Thomas drew the plans for the 

palace and the King was pleased with it. He entrusted 

Thomas with the construction of the palace, and ordered 

Avan to supply whatever the architect wanted. Thomas 

left the place saying that he would return within a year. 

Thomas gave away the money to the needy. 

Nineth Pddam: Thomas went beyond Chozhan’s 

Kingdom preaching the gospel. Once, he attended the 

wedding of Paul’s daughter, possibly a Jew in 

Kodungalloor. He blessed the bride, and one of the 

participants got offended at it, slapped the Apostle on 

the face. A tiger did bite off the right hand of the offender 

and a dog managed to bring it back to the Apostle, who 

restored it to the owner and healed him. At this, Paul 

and his family believed and were baptized. 

10. Jacob of Serugh. a Syrian writer (sixth century) taking up such 
feelings of St. Thomas wrote three' homilies under the title 7 will 
not go to India” (see J. Vellian “Thanimuyade Madhugeethi” pp. 
70-74). 
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Thomas went to Malacka and China. To keep his word 

he returned to Mylapore. Then he went to Mallyankara 

near Kodungalloor where he preached the gospel, erected 

a cross and ordained worthy ministers. He then went 

southward and preached and erected crosses at Kollam, 

Niranam, Chayal, Kokamangalam, Kottakayal, and Palur. 

In his absence people spoke ill of him. The King became 

angry and sent for Thomas, who was brought to his 

presence. He accused Thomas of not even laying the 

foundation stones of the palace, even after spending a 

lot of money. Thomas said that a beautiful palace was 

already built which the King would see after his death. 

The King ordered Thomas and Avan to be imprisoned. 

Tenth Padam: Chozhan wanted to resign the post of the 

King, and to hand it over to his brother, who, in turn, 

was also distressed (and died). Angels took his soul to 

heaven, where he saw the mansion inscribed to the name 

of King Chozhan. 

Eleventh Padam: The King’s brother returned to life, 

and explained the beauty of the mansion he saw in 

heaven. Being fully satisfied the King and his brother 

went to the prison, fell prostrate before Thomas, begged 

for forgiveness, and set the imprisoned free. 

Twelfth Padam: The people did not understand the 

whole thing. They started murmuring as to what should 

be done to the squanderer of the kingdom's wealth. Some 

suggested the punishment of execution and others 

banishment. But, King Chozhan, his brother, Avan and 

many others received baptism, and joined "the Way”. 

Thirteenth Padam: It narrates the steady growth of the 

church. Once, during his journey he passed by a grove 

temple dedicated to the goddess Kaali. He was identified, 

and surrounded. He was asked to worship the goddess, 
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but the Apostle refused and threatened to destroy the 

temple hy lire. The temple was burned by fire. A priest 

escaped the flames and inflicted a mortal wound on the 
heart of Thomas with a lance. 

Fourteenth Padam: The angels carried the body of 

Thomas in a palanquin to Little Mount, “Chinna Malai”. 

In the midst of heavenly symphonies they carried his 

soul to the throne of God. Children placed his body in 

the church. By God's blessings, followers of His law may 

live happily free of dangers. 

Version of the Story in the Acts of Thomas 

The themes of the first nine pddams of margamkali 

are based on the first Act of the Acts of Thomas; but 

there is a slight change in the presentation. 

Thomas got the lot to go to India. He was reluctant. 

At that time, Gundaphor, the King of Thakshasila, sent 

Avan abroad to find a smart carpenter (architect). Jesus 

saw Avan walking in the streets (of Jerusalem). He sold 

Thomas to him for 20 silver coins, which Jesus gave to 

Thomas. Avan and Thomas reached Chandragiri (Andra). 

In Chandragiri there was the wedding of a princess 

in which Thomas and Avan participated. While all were 

eating and drinking Thomas simply spent time in prayer. 

At the time there was the dance of a Jewish girl to 

entertain the participants. Though while dancing she 

approached Thomas, he did not want to take notice of 

her, and hence a servant at the banquet slapped him on 

the cheek. Thomas only replied, “I will see dogs dragging 

your arm.” While that servant was drawing water.from a 

stream in the forest, a fox attacked him and killed him. 

Dogs took away his flesh and limbs. A dog carried a 
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severed hand to the banquet hall. The Hebrew girl 

recognized that it was the hand that had beaten Thomas. 

She remembered the Hebrew words which Thomas had 

spoken to the servant, “A dog will drag your arm." 

The King also came to know about this. He took him 

to the bride chamber and asked him to pray for his 

daughter. He prayed for the new couple, and they changed 

their lifestyle and became immersed in the adoration of 

God. 

The second Act deals with the palace built in heaven 

by Thomas, and this is the theme of the 10,h and 11th 

padams of margamkali. The 12th padam gives the 

murmuring and condemnation of people about him, not 

knowing what had happened in the palace. The 13th 

padam narrates how Thomas was asked to worship the 

goddess Kaali and how his refusal led to his persecution. 

The church spread rapidly. The 14th padam is about the 

survival and carrying of the soul of Thomas to heaven. 

The narration is a little different from that of the 

margamkali song. Thomas was introduced to the King, 

who entrusted him to the construction of the palace and 

gave him sufficient money for it. Thomas distributed the 

money to the poor and the suffering. 

After a long while, having no news about Thomas or 

of the palace, the King furiously summoned Thomas to 

his presence. Thomas said that long ago he had built the 

palace, but the King would be able to see it only when he 

departs from the world after death. The King ordered Avan 

and Thomas to be imprisoned and to kill them after having 

questioned them. 

Meanwhile, the brother of the King became seriously 

ill. His last wish was to kill Thomas “the magician;” he 
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expressed it before the King, and entered into a long deep 

sleep. The sick man saw angels carrying his soul to 

heaven. He saw a beautiful mansion in heaven. He wanted 

to live there, but the angels told him that it was a palace 

built by Thomas for the King, his brother. By the time 

the brother of the King came back to life. Upon hearing 

the news, King Gundaphor set Thomas and Avan free, 

and expressed his desire to worship Thomas’ God. The 

King and his family repented and were baptized. Thomas 

celebrated the Eucharist for them. 

Other Ancient Songs on St. Thomas 

Another ancient song on St. Thomas called 

Ramban Song presumably rewritten in 1601 AD by 

Maliekal Thomas Ramban of Niranam, the successor of 

the first Thomas Ramban of the family. This song, (44S 

lines) to which a dance is not seemingly attached, has 

practically much of the content of margamkali. The text 

has more Sanskrit words and it gives many miracles, 

and conversions in thousands (17,550). According to this, 

St. Thomas died on the third of the month of Karkadakam 

in AD 72. Ramban Pattu wants to be very meticulous when 

it states that Thomas stayed four and a half months in 

Mylapore and four and a half months in China. It refers 

to Thiruvanchikulam and Malayattoor, which is not in 

Margamkali Pattu. It is interesting to note that 2 lines of 

margamkali songs are seen as such in the “Ramban 

Pattu”, which suggests that the Ramban Pattu is posterior 

to Margamkali Pattu.11 

Mar Thoma Parvam this text is different from 

Ramban Pattu. It is unpublished. Dr. Jacob Kollaparambil 

11. Bernard T.O.C.D., Mar Thoma Kristhianikal. II. Pala. 1916. 
pp. 62-74. 
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has discovered the text in a palm leaf manuscript of 

purathanapattukal It is numbered into 17 folios of which 

folio 14 is missing. The literary style highly mciniprcivala 

(mixing of Sanskrit words in Malayalam) suggests that 

this is definitely posterior in composition to margamkali 

songs. 

Language of Margamkali 

Some of the margamkali songs, though not always, 

have resemblance with the Tamil chinthu. They are mostly 

governed by Malayalam poetic meters like, kakali 

oonakakali, keka, and nathonnatha. 

Musically they follow beats like misrachap (rartgapuja 

and seventh padarn), aadithalam (padams 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 

11, 12, 13, and 14), roopakam (padams 2 and 9), and 

ekathalam (padams 8 and 10). 

The Dance Form of Margamkali 

The students of mdrgamJtali generally get their training 

in the kalari of the ashan. The arangettam, the first public 

performance of the dance, takes place on an auspicious 

day in the church premises or in a pandal. A brass lamp 

with 12 wicks is placed in the center of the performing 

area (on a raised platform or on a stool). The ashan on 

barefoot approaches the lamp and lights the wicks. The 

dancers come forward, touch the flames of the lamp 

symbolically and then touch their own chest and 

forehead. They then touch the feet of the ashan, and while 

doing this, the ashan blesses each one by placing his 

hands on the head of the disciple. Then the 12 stand in 

a circle around the lamp which represents Jesus Christ, 

and themselves representing His disciples. The ashan 

recites the vandanagartam, which is the initial song for 
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the rangapuja. With a kalcisam the vandanaganam is 

concluded, then follow the subsequent padams. 

A Note on Dance in Circle 

The basic form of dance is circular. Dr. Chummar 

Choondal points out that the Gnostic dance ritual of early 

church bears some resemblance to margamkali In both 

dances the participants are arranged in a moving circle 

and they sing in response to a leader in the center. Though 

no historical connection between these two can be 

established, in both the round dance is a Christian 

expression of togetherness. Thus, it helps to obtain a 

special sense of the sacred. 

Round dance indicates that a group is mastering an 

area within the circle. Round dance is a symbol of 

conquest and possession. Choondal believes that the 

shifting texture of the movement to the right and to the 

left before a lighted lamp, is an effective expression of 

the sun’s radiance. In several respects margamkali 

resembles an ancient Greek dance, oklesma in which 

dancers bearing swords and crescent shaped shields 

moved in a sinking to the ground and then rising again. 

The Greeks said that originally this dance came from 

Persia. This perhaps creates a historical link of 

margamkali with Syrian origin (R. Swidarski). 

Folk dance of Kerala, like poorakkali, kanniarkali, 

Ivarkalli, parichamuttukali, and chavittukali are performed 

in the round style. This shows that margamkali also 

followed the nature of traditional South Indian 

choreographic structure. 12 

i2. (Choondal margamkali “Symposium on Knanites ed. J. Vellian, 

Kottayam, / 986 pp. 7-9). 
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Footwork in velakali of Alappuzha and kanniyarkali 

of Palghat are seen in margamkali. According to 

Dr. Choondal. an attakali portion of kanniyarkali has close 

resemblance with the ninth padam of margamkali.13 

The Basic Steps of Margamkali 

At the beginning of the training the students are 

taught the basic steps. They are called kachappadam, 

irattivattanx miikkannx and tintcika tinta tel14 

Music of Margamkali 

The margamkali song has much in common with 

Syriac liturgical music. The beginning of First Padam 

sounds very much like a folklore song when it repeats 

the ending sounds of a few of the first words of the padam. 

13. A detailed graphic presentation of choreography is given in\ 
Margamkali Aattaprakaram. first edition. 1987. pp. 64-74. A\ 
photographic presentation is given in the second edition of 
margamkali Aattaprakaram, 1995. pp. 42-79. A videotape of 
margamkali presents margamkali in action. 

14. For details see Margamkali Aataprakaram p. 25. 
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For example, thamburan- an- mumbake- ke. No 

musical instruments were used for accompaniment. At 

present for competition in student youth festivals, a timer 

[jallara) is permitted. 

It is important to note that the dancers not only dance, 

but also sing along during the performance. Hence, it is 

tiresome. Now that the padams are long and the dance is 

swift, to get relaxed after a few padams, they sing edapattu 

(songs in between), which could be humorous ones or 

narrating the history of the parish church. Generally, 

the singing is slow at the beginning of the padam and it 

goes on faster and winds up in a very fast mood. 

Vandanapadam demands a devotional mood. The 

choreography does not conform literally to the meaning 

of the lyrics. 

The Dress of Margamkali 

The dress used for margamkali is the traditional dress 

of the Syrian Christians. Men wear two white pieces of 

clothes-mundiL and thorthu. Mundu is a long piece of white 

cloth tied tightly around the waist. Recently a red belt 

made of cloth is tied over the mundu at the waist lor 

tightness. Thorthu is a long but narrow silken white towel 

that is tied around the head as a headdress. 

When ladies were introduced into the field of 

margamkali they were given the beautiful traditional dress 

of Syrian women: pudava (white double mundu), 

panichatta (decorated top for women), kunuku (a one inch 

golden earring at the top of the ear), kasumala (necklace 

with coin pendants), silken kavini (thorthu), specific hair 

style called mayikettu, golden bracelets, and silver anklets. 
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The Systematization of Margamkali 

Folklore dance like margamkali unless the community 

or other cultural agency supports it, can languish or even 

die out. The margamkali ashans of the past were not given 

any financial support as such for propagating this art 

form. In the long run. margamkali lost its popularity, and 

the ashans and the proponents became less in number 

and in interest. At the turn of the last century it was an 

art-form which was not well appreciated even by the 

Knanaya community members. Very few appreciated it, 

also because of the fact that they did not appreciate 

tradition, and esteemed its antiquity. 

In the 1970's and 80’s Dr. Chummar Choondal and 

myself took the pains to revitalize margamkali. We 

interviewed all the then existing margamkali ashans. The 

evolution and changes, which caused diversity in singing 

and performing margamkali among ashans were studied. 

The various singing styles were tape-recorded. Dancing 

and choreographic pieces were videotaped. After a 

scrutiny of these and a study of the palm leaf manuscripts 

of the lyrics, we decided to conduct symposia and kalaris 

in the presence of and with the help of ashans. In order 

to perpetuate this dance form, we decided to take 

measures to introduce this art form as an item of 

competition in the annual state school youth festivals. 

In order to convince the government and education 

departments of the importance and beauty of margamkali 

we produced a 16mm color documentary film, 14 minutes 

long, on margamkali and circulated it among cultural and 

educational institutions. We presented the Minister of 

Education with a copy of the film who had graciously 

inaugurated the “switching on ceremony” of filming. 
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Fifty Days of Research 

In the presence of 33 ashans who were full Hedged, 

half-fledged and quarter Hedged in efficiency and 

knowledge of margamkali, 25 students were trained. But 

first making use of a videotape of the 14 padams played 

by a group, we critically and systematically evaluated 

the performance ol all ashans. Verse by verse of the lyrics 

and piece by piece of the choreography, we critically 

examined. It led to the emergence of a systematization of 

singing and dancing which all could agree upon. In three 

phases, 50 days of kalari took place. Experts in allied 

dance forms and folklore were invited to give lectures. 

The students were trained in physical exercise under the 

guidance of a university physical education professor 

every morning. The text of the lyrics was analyzed literally 

by scholars for our students. 

Actually some form of fixing and systematizing was 

necessary to create norms for competition. When the 

music and dance of margamkali were fixed, we were very 

particular not to do any violence to the original features 

of this art form. 

Margamkali Aattaprakaram 

In the light of our study and research and with the 

help of the ashans we prepared the margamkali 

attaprakaram containing rules and methodology ol 

teaching and performing margamkali. So also the texts 

of margamkali songs were printed and after a critical 

evaluation and systematization were rendered into 

audiotapes, and recently it is available on CD. 
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Once these works were done, we looked for a formal 

center for the furthering of margamkali and allied 

Christian art forms. Bishop Kuriakose Kunnacherry of 

the Knanaya diocese of Kottayam graciously came to our 

rescue. As a result, Hadusa (the Syriac word means 

“dancing”, “rejoicing”) was formally inaugurated as an 

All India Institute of Christian Performing Arts by the then 

Hadusa, the Margamkali Institute 

ALL INDIA INSTITUTE Of 
cmmim pmmmm mrs 
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State Governor of Kerala, Mr. P. Ramachandran on the 

10th ol August 1995, in the B.C.M. College Auditorium, 
Kottayam. 

One ol the great services of Hadusa was that the male 

dance ol margamkali was made open to girls also, who 

really have taken up the cause of perpetuating this art 

form. In fact today in competitions of school youth 

festivals, 90% of the participants are girls. 

Training in Margamkali 

Ever since the foundation of Hadusa, groups of young 

ashans were trained under the auspices of Hadusa. To 

this date, 58 such kalaris were held in Kottayam, 

Trivandrum, Changanacherry, Pala, Bharananganam, 

Ernakulam, Trissur, Tellicherry, and Kannur. Each 

session lasted from 3-7 days. A few ashans completing 

the full course and having mastery over all the 14 padams 

were given the Certificate of Hadusa. 

Hadusa gives the training in margamkali to students 

with different ends in view: to be able to perform this art 

form well, to be able to train others in it, and to be able 

to do the judging at margarrdtali competitions. Hence, 

the students have to attend several sessions in order to 

get mastery of the entire margamkali performance. In this 

process they are also given a general initiation into allied 

art forms. Some 750 persons were trained in margamkali 

from all over Kerala, and these are the ones who have 

been teaching margamkali in various schools, colleges 

and other institutions in Kerala and outside. There is a 

core team of ashans who stand close to Hadusa. They 

also act as judges in various state level competitions held 

in the context of schools, colleges, parishes and dioceses. 

It is satisfying to note that all revenue jillas are 
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represented in the final Central State competitions for 

the past 15 years for which we are grateful to the 

dedicated ashcins. A branch of Hadusa is established 

attached to the Bishop's house, Pallikunnu, Kannur. To 

help in the training of margcimkali, Hadusa has also 

prepared and made available a videotape of margcimkali 

dance. 

Training in Parichamuttukali 

In the process of supporting and propagating allied 

art forms Hadusa concentrated also on parichamuttukali. 

Four All State parichamuttukali seminars were held (1986, 

1990, 1993, 1996) in which altogether 42 ashans took 

part. Common norms for competitions and judgement of 

parichamuttukali were unanimously arrived at, which are 

practically used for competitions of this art form in the 

school and college youth festivals.15 

Mr. M.C. Cherian of Pachady, Iduki, a famous 

parichamuttukali ashan, is a member of the Hadusa staff 

and Hadusa have honored him with an award. 

The Builders of Hadusa 

Hadusa is indebted to His Excellency Mar Kuriakose 

Kunnacherry of Kottayam for his patronage in 

commencing and advancing a program of revitalizing 

margcimkali centered around Hadusa. The late 

Dr. Chummar Choondal, the great folklorist of Kerala 

Folklore Academy, was inspirational and very active in 

the systematization of margamkcili and preparation of 

Mcirgamkali Aattaprakaram. for which he spent busy days 

and sleepless nights. 

15. See Hadusa News Bulletin of 1992. 
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He was the dean oi studies ol Hadusa. Prayerfully we 

wish eternal rest to our beloved Chummar. Dr. Jacob 

Kollaparambil helped us with his research and presence 

among us. Thanks to the late Kurian Vellian and Mr. 

John Pullappally who helped us in planning and 

organizing the early kalaris of Hadusa at S.H. Mount, 

Kottayam, in 1994-1995, and for the filming of the 16mm 

color documentary of margamkali in Olassa in 1982. We 

remember with gratitude all the elderly ashans of the 

last generation like Indummoottil Kutty, Indummoottil 

Kocheppu (Manjoor) and Mudiparambil Mathai 

(Neendoor) who in their lifetime did selfless service in 

teaching and propagating the art form. 

Award Winners 

Hadusa is privileged to honor a few margamkali 

ashans with a cash award and certificate of recognition 

for their dedicated services and collaboration. Thus, Dr. 

Chummar Choondal (Thrissur), Mr. Marangattii 

Thomman Luka (Manjoor), P.T. Joseph Palathadathil 

(Chamakala), Vattothuparambil Thomman Uthup 

(Njeezhoor), Valiaputhenpurackal Chummar (Neendoor), 

and Uralil Eppu (Madmbam) were our men of honored 

with awards. Other awards were given to Mr. M.C. Cherian 

for parichamuttukali, Kottayam- Joy for music, and S. 

Kurian Vempeni for Malayalam literature and art. 

Margamkali on the Stage 

Hadusa, the Margamkali Institute, has given specific 
regulations concerning the presentation of margamkali 

for competitions for the State youth festivals: 

1. Instead of 12 participants, it will be sufficient to have 

6 plavers and a singer. 
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2. Players have to follow strictly the rules concerning 
the song text, the dress (for details on dress and 
makeup see MargcimJccili Aatapralcaram pp 19-22), and 
the tunes that are given by Hadusa. 

3. Boys and girls should have different groups. 

4. There should be at least 3 wicks lighted in the lamp 
during the performance. 

5. No background singing or instruments except 
ilathalam (jallara). 

6. Sword and shield form part of parichamuttukali and 
not of margamkali. 

Q3(d$o<9>ol£i3§3<0>ud (tn9nj(D)osm6)6)(oei1e1(ud 
VAN DANA GANAM 

OKBcmnjmo 

Meykanintha piliyum mayil melthonthum 
meniyum, Tei Tei 

Pititha daendum kayum meyum 
enmanneykum vazhkave Tei Tei 

Vazhka vazhka nammude parishayellam 

bhumimel Tei Tei 

Azhivokulam vannaduthu alayunna 
ninmakkale Tei Tei 

Azhiyay vannam kathrulvan kazhivupzhuka 
Marthomman Tei Tei 

Malamel ninnu vedya nambu charthimari 
ennapol Tei Tei 

Mayil meleri ninnanila 
kanevenam panthalil Tei Tei 
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Pattudan panippidava pavisha muthu 

malayum Tei Tei 

Alankricha panthalil vanthezhuntahrulka 

marthomman Tei Tei 

Alankricha panthalil vantharultharenam 

Mar Thomman 

Tha karuku thai tha tha thimrutha tei 
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PAD AM No. 1 

Tha... mbu...ran...an mumbake, ke 

Ko...nda...pu...pu....ka....zheha....a 
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Tha.... si...yal.... al.... ma.... ragan 1... .am 

Vilaynm....um...na....thil....itha....tee tei 

Maovaroruvanthe kalpanukondu 

thi tei tei tei 

Mumbinalundaya pulliyadathu 

etha tei tei 

Adiye niumbu silamon chamacha 

tei tei tei thara 

Alayam bhashayil kandoru chozhan 

etha tei tei 

Ayathupol thane namuku minyu 

thi tei tei thara 

Adaral annn chamayakave 

Thakaruku the theyya tei tei 

thaka theyya tei 
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(0)0 0(0)(g/ 0(oio)oq)° 

PADAM III 

Kadalnm karaynmorupol vazgiyay Tei ti tei 

Kayyar maruvunnacane thuna Tei ti tei 

Kurunakadale kadelul ninnenne Tei ti tei 

Kurakondothakenam karya mithine Tei ti tei 

Itu taramayalla cachanam cholli Tei ti tei 
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Sthuthi cheythurulale kappul kureri Tei ti lei 

Kattodu pesharukal muruthalayalhe Tei ti tei 

Karachernnarulal hita Tei ti tei 

Pukkathilarayavan nal Tei ti tei 
Ti ti ti tite tei 

Pukkathilarayavan nal vazhikettumbal Tei ti tei 

Thakkavarodu cherunnu Tei ti tei 
Ti ti ti tite tei 

Thakkavarodu cherunnanju mhosa Tei ti tei 

Diku pukathilavazhalunneppol Tei ti tei 

Thiramode Karthavul Tei ti tei 

Tite takata Karku Tei ti tei 

Ti teyya ti tei taka teyyatei 
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PAD AM 14 

Managunamudayavan arulal vanavar 

Mahimayodethi anajudane 

Ita ti ti tei 

Maruthala nerikedumathinoru therathil 

Magalamayavar pooklche - 

Ita ti ti tei 

Kaukondavaroru njodiyalaval 

Chennaruyiehavar ehinnamalayke - 

Ita ti ti tei 

Karunayodithuvazhi cholvathinazhkal 

Angumingu manasithu parche - 

Ita ti ti tei 

Nalamodu palavaka kinnara mazhakal 

Nanduniyum kuzhal palatharame 

Titi takataka titi takataka 

Titi takataka titi tei 

Nanmavarum vaka palamozhi orustitu 

Nannai malukukal pulambite 

Titi takataka titi takataka 

Titi takataka titi tei 

Udambil ninnuyiredutakase 

Uyiravaniruphidam pookiche 

Ita ti ti tei 

Udamayil udayaren udumbeduthazhakal 

Nanma niranjoru palliyile - 

Ita ti ti tei 

Vachithu dhanamothu makkalu manudinam 

Arulii vazhiku nadappavare 

Titi take take 

Titi take take 
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Titi take take 

Titi tei 

Vanvina ozhiya periyavan arulvazhi 

Tiramodu teduppularame 

Titi take take 

Titi take take 

Titi take take 

Titi tei 

Titta takata 

Tiki tattam 

Tiki taka takata 

Tikitattam 

Karku tittatam 

Karku tintatam 

Karku titta tatta 

Titta timruta tei 
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★ ★ ★ 

With pride special mention is to be maid of Justice Cyriac Joseph the 
High Court Judge, who was the master mind behind the Knanaya 
Cathelic Youth League, the first of the sort in the church of Kerala. 
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A.D. 345 

A group of Judeo-Christians 

form southern Mesopotamia 

immigrated to Kerala. 

Their descendents formed into an 

endogamous ethnic community, 

are known as Southists and Knanites. 

They are mostly in the Catholic diocese of 

Kottayam and in the Jacobite 

Metropolitan diocese of Chingavanam. 

This book deals with their history, 

Cultural heritage and contribution to 

the church at large. 

The author Dr Jacob Vellian, 
jew*™ +bo Vnn+ii+oc: Diocese of Kottayam 

nninc am,mo i tnrfmrate in Theology and Liturgy, 

ue nu* immures mure than three dozen hooks 

on the Liturgy of the church and 

a few on the Knanaya community 


